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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION
Flexible Electronics for Neurological Electronic Skin with Multiple Sensing Modalities
by
Haochuan Wan
Doctor of Philosophy in Electrical Engineering
Washington University in St. Louis, 2021
Research Advisor: Professor Chuan Wang
The evolution of electronic skin (E-skin) technology in the past decade has resulted in a
great variety of flexible electronic devices that mimic the physical and chemical sensing
properties of skin for applications in advanced robotics, prosthetics, and health monitoring
technologies. The further advancement of E-skin technology demands closer imitation of
skin receptors’ transduction mechanisms, simultaneous detection of multiple information
from different sources, and the study of transmission, processing and memory of the signals
among the neurons. Motivated by such demands, this thesis focuses on design, fabrication,
characterization of novel flexible electronic devices and integration of individual devices to
realize prototype biomimetic E-skin with neurological and multimodal sensing functions.
More specifically, we have studied flexible carbon nanotube thin-film transistors (CNT-TFTs)
as control and signal processing units of E-skin and flexible ferroelectret nanogenerator (FENG)
and triboelectric nanogenerator (TENG) as skin mechanoreceptors. Multiple fabrication
methods, such as low-cost printing and conventional cleanroom-based microfabrication have
been implemented to fabricate flexible CNT-TFTs with different structures and functions,
especially the synaptic functions. Based on the research on individual devices, we have
demonstrated a prototype force-sensing flexible neurological E-skin and its sensory nerve and
synapse, with FENG serving as the sensory mechanoreceptor that generates action potentials
xviii
(pulsed voltages) to be processed and transmitted by the flexible synaptic CNT-TFT. It allows
for instantaneous detection of force stimuli and offers biological synapse-like behavior to store
the stimulus information and relay the stimulus signals to the next stage. The force-sensing
neurological E-skin was further augmented with visual and auditory sensing modalities by
introducing phototransistor-based optical sensor and FENG-based acoustic sensor. Successful
transduction of visual, auditory and tactile stimuli and synaptic processing and memory of
those signals have all been demonstrated. Thanks to the multimodal sensing capability of the
neurological E-skin, psychological associative learning experiment-“Pavlov’s dog’s experiment”,
was also successfully implemented electronically by synergizing actual visual and auditory
signals in the synaptic transistor. Flexible electronics and prototype neurological E-skin
system demonstrated in this thesis may offer an entry into novel multimodal, user-environment




1.1 Introduction of Human Skin and Sensory Neurons
Skin is the largest organ of human body. For an adult, skin takes up around 16% of total
body weight and covers the body area of nearly 1.8 m2. Skin shields human-being against
pathogens, helps regulating body temperature and hydration, and allows the perception of
physical contacts, object shapes and textures, and heat and cold. The importance of the
functions of skin to the human interaction with the world cannot be overemphasized and
the sophisticated functions cannot be realized without complex sensory bioreceptors and
transmitting/processing nerves.
The primary sensory functions of human skin are touch sensing and temperature sensing.
The reason why people can easily differentiate between a hard, smooth wood surface and a
soft, rough fabric is because of the highly specialized mechanoreceptors arrays embedded in
our skin. As illustrated in Figure 1.1, each of the four principal types of mechanoreceptors
has distinct shape and responds to mechanical stimuli on different timescales and amplitude
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Figure 1.1: Schematic illustration of human skin structure, major biosignal sources and
sensory receptors, and sensory neuron and synapse. Created with BioRender.com.
range.[1] The temperature sensory functions are enabled by cold and warm thermoreceptors,
which can be more accurately described as the free nerve endings of the sensory neurons.
The temperature change of the skin would induce the change of action potential firing rates
of the thermoreceptors and thus causing the perception of cold or warm.[2]
After the skin sensory receptors receive stimuli, they will first transduce all different forms of
stimuli into information-encoded, brain-interpretable electrical pulses called “action potentials”.
Depending on the type of the stimulus, the action potentials will then be passed along the
axon of the afferent neurons to the dedicated cognitive areas of brain cortex to be processed.
Signal communication between a sensory afferent neuron and a neuron in the brain cortex, as
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well as other perceptual processes among the brain neurons, are enabled through a junction
structure called synapse. The synapse, as shown in Figure 1.2, functioning as an essential
Figure 1.2: Schematic of biological synapse structure and signal communication process.
Created with BioRender.com.
structure between the input (pre-synaptic) neuron and the target (post-synaptic) neuron,
permits the transmission of action potentials from one neuron to another, through the
releasing of the neurotransmitters from the input neuron and receiving of them at the target
neuron receptors.[3] How strongly the pre- and postsynaptic cells are correlated and can
exert influence over each other is evaluated by the weight of the synapse, which can evolve
over time and adjust to nervous activities. The adaptation of synaptic weight to the neuron
stimulus (usually in the form of action potential) is known as "synaptic plasticity". Based on
how synaptic plasticity changes in response to different presynaptic action potentials, the
synaptic weight can either be increased for an improved signal transmission between two
cells through the synapse, decreased for a suppressed signal transmission, or simply remain
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unchanged. The aforementioned three basic synaptic plasticities are named potentiation,
depression, and elasticity, respectively. Moreover, the synaptic plasticity can be maintained
even after the extinction of input action potentials and such behavior is widely accepted as
one of the fundamental cellular mechanisms that underlies the formation of memory and
learning operations in human brain.[4]
Furthermore, skin can act as a diagnostic platform that provides biological signals such as
perspiration from sweat gland and vital signals (blood pressure, pulse rate, etc.) from blood
vessels. These skin-based biosignals, if collected and analyzed properly, can offer critical
information about the physiological condition of human body.[5, 6]
Inspired by the intriguing structure and function of human skin, over the past decade,
tremendous efforts have been made to emulate skin sensory receptors, neurons and synapses
electronically to build biomimetic skin systems with sensing, nervous (neurological) and
diagnostic functions. Thanks to the advancement in electronic materials, microelectronic
design and fabrication technologies, such artificial skin systems nowadays can finally be
achieved in flexible formats similar to the actual human skin.[7] In the next sections of
this chapter, the fundamental flexible electronic devices (sensors, transistors, neuromorphic
devices, etc.) will be introduced. This is accompanied by a brief discussion of materials and
device fabrication methods. Finally, several multifunctional neurological E-skin systems that
inspire the works of this thesis will be presented and discussed.
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1.2 Flexible Electronics for Sensing and Neuromorphic
Processing of Electronic Skin
The realization of the biomimetic artificial skin system is based on the understanding and
application of the electronic devices that constitute it. Traditionally, electronic devices based
on Si technologies are often regarded as fast and precise but rigid, mechanically fragile and bio-
incompatible. Biological human skin, on the other hand, exhibit high degrees of mechanical
robustness that is hard to be implemented by conventional devices. With demands of
mechanically compliant and multifunctional electronics for diversified flexible sensory systems,
researchers have managed to develop flexible electronic devices with distinct structures
and functions from a wide spectrum of materials and fabrication methods. The electronic
paradigm of human skin is called electronic skin (E-skin) and was initially implemented
primarily as a network of soft pressure sensors for spatial and temporal mapping of tactile
information, has recently been reinforced with a variety of additional sensing modalities.
By covering the E-skin related flexible electronics in this chapter, we can form an overall
understanding of the E-skin systems through their fundamental components.
1.2.1 Flexible Sensors
Just as human skin, the primary function of E-skin need to be spatial and temporal mapping
of tactile information. It is realized by implementing a network of soft tactile sensors. The
tactile sensors can be generally classified into two catergories: passive and active. The passive
tactile sensors can operate base on the change of resistance or change of capacitance with
applied forces. For resistive sensor, such as pressure sensitive rubber (PSR), the resistivity of
the PSR decreases with applied force.[8] For capacitive sensors, such as cross-bar structured
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capacitive sensor based on PDMS, the capacitance of the sensors increases with positive
pressure and decreases with negative pressure.[9] The active tactile sensors, on the other hand,
can directly generate pulsed elecrtrical signal when pressed or bended. The active sensors can
be categorized into three categories- piezoelectric, ferroelectret and triboelectric, according
to their different operating mechanisms. Due to the active nature of the sensors, they are
sometimes being referred as nanogenerators (NGs) that can also be used in mechanical
energy harvesting. Piezoelectric behavior can occur in crystals that have anisotropic unit
cells or in macroscopically separated regions with different charges, like dipoles, as shown
in Figure 1.3a.[10] By breaking of central symmetry in the crystal structure or change the
dipole moment under external force, a piezoelectric potential is formed. Ferroelectret material
would exhibit similar macroscopic behavior as piezoelectric polymers or piezocomposite.[11]
In Figure 1.3c, while the dipole dimension in piezoelectric polymer in is defined by the
lattice parameter, dipole dimensions in the ferroelectret materials are determined by the
sizes of the charged voids. Triboelectric sensor (TENG), operating through a conjunction
of triboelectrification and electrostatic induction mechanism is also demonstrated in Figure
1.3b.[12] Active sensors can be readily used to convert external force stimulus to a pulsed
electrical signal without the need for a power supply, and they exhibit behaviors that closely
resemble skin mechanoreceptors, which are preferred for applications in neurological E-skin.
Another critical sensory function of human skin is temperature sensing that provides in-
formation of the environment to adjust body temperature and prevent injury, and it is
implemented electronically by temperature sensors. Resistance-based temperature sensors
utilize the resistance changes of metal such as Pt in response to temperature changes.[13]
They possess the advantages of simple structure, good mechanical robustness and linearity,
but suffer from low sensitivity due to the small change of resistance.[14] Organic materials,
on the other hand, shows large resistance change in response to temperature change and
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Figure 1.3: Working principle and mechano-electrical output of (a) Piezoelectric sensor
(PENG). Reprinted from Ref.[10]. (b) Triboelectric sensor (TENG). Reprinted from Ref.[12].
(c) Ferroelectret sensor (FENG). Reprinted from Ref.[11].
broad sensing range,[15] can be utilized as alternatives of metals in temperature sensor design
and fabrication. Moreover, semiconductor p-n junction diodes which exhibit temperature
dependency have also been demonstrated to be useful in skin temperature measurement.[16]
Not only can skin be a source of biomimetic inspiration, but also can be the platform and
information source for skin-based wearable electronics, thus, the concept of E-skin can be
expanded into skin-based wearable electronics that collect and analyze body information from
and through skin. With the development of organic electronic materials, flexible sensors that
are not contained in typical human skin can be introduced into the E-skin system to realize
multimodal and multiplex sensory and health monitoring functions. The development of such
enhanced E-skin majorly focused on developing health monitoring, wearable E-skin systems
with chemical and physical sensing abilities. One example is the wearable electrochemical
sensor arrays developed by Gao et al. to analyze skin sweat in situ, as shown in Figure
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1.4.[17] Human sweat is regarded an easily retrievable but important body fluid that contains
Figure 1.4: (a) Optic image of the fully integration of flexible electrochemical sweat sensors
array with wireless FPCB. (b) Schematic illustration of the electrochemical sweat sensors array
with sweat metabolites, electrolytes and skin temperature sensors. (c) On-body real-time
analysis of sweat and body temperature during exercise using the wearable sensors array. (d)
Detection of hydration status during exercise. Reprinted from Ref.[17].
a wealth of chemicals including metabolites, electrolytes, hormones, and proteins that can
reflect the body’s physiological state. By depositing amperometric glucose and lactate sensors
with immobilized glucose and lactate oxidase enzymatic electrodes and electrolyte sensors
with Na+ and K+ ion-selective electrodes (ISEs) on a flexible PET substrate, the sweat
sensing E-skin can be wrapped around the wrist and can simultaneously, selectively and
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continuously measure chemical bio-signals of sweat such as Na+, K+ and glucose and lactate.
By further interfacing the electrochemical sensor arrays with a FPCB, the signals from the
sensors even can be conditioned and processed locally and transmitted wirelessly.
Beside skin sweat, the blood vessels embedded in dermis layer can also provide some of the
physical vital signs, such as body temperature, blood pressure and blood oxygen, which can
also be related to the individual’s health state. In the aforementioned sweat sensor array, a
metal (Cr/Au)-based temperature sensor is also included in the array to monitor the skin
temperature. For measuring more complex physiologic signals such as blood oxygen level
and pulse rate, the collaboration of different flexible electronics are usually required. Yokota
et al. developed a ultraflexible organic pulse oximeter that contains two color (green and
red) polymer LEDs (PLEDs) and organic photodetectors (OPDs) on a 1 µm thick parylene
films.[18] The three devices form the photoplethysmography (PPG) sensory system that can
optically detect blood volume changes in the microvascular bed of the skin and outputs
PPG waveforms that contains the information of pulse rate.[19] Moreover, by detecting the
body-reflected red and green light from PLEDs with the OPDs and comparing the output
PPG waveforms, the change of blood oxygen level can be readily monitored.
In short summary, by equipping the E-skin systems with a variety of flexible physical sensors
and chemical sensors, multimodal and multiplex sensory functions can be achieved not only
as traditional skin receptors to measure input pressure and temperature, but also as health
monitoring devices to measure the detailed and dynamic body profile of the users in prolonged
physical activities for the assessment of the physiological state of the individuals.
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1.2.2 Flexible Transistors and Fabrication Methods
As mentioned in the last section, flexible E-skins generally consist of a network of tactile sensor
and/or temperature sensors. A transistor backplane is needed to control the sensor pixels.
Similar to sensors, the backplanes can also be categorized into passive matrix and active matrix.
The passive matrix address the pixel with row and column signals directly through conductor
lines, similar to the passive liquid crystal displays (LCDs). The active-matrix backplanes
of E-skin, on the other hand, work similar to the active-matrix organic light-emitting diode
(AMOLED) display. The sensors array employs an active-matrix circuitry, where each sensor
pixel is connected to a thin-film field-effect transistor (TFTs) that actively maintains the
pixel state while other pixels are addressed.[8] The active matrix backplane can achieve better
resolution compared to the passive one by suppressing the crosstalk from other sensor pixels
and will be the focus of this section. A example of TFT is presented in Figure 1.5a [20], it
Figure 1.5: (a) Typical structure of thin-film transistor. Reprinted from Ref.[20]. (b) Circuit
diagram of E-skin with integration of active-matrix backplane (TFTs array) and sensors array
(PSRs array). (c) Microscopic image of one TFT in the array. (b-c) Reprinted from Ref.[8].
is fabricated by depositing thin films of metallic gate, source and drain electrodes as well
as the dielectric layer and active semiconductor channel layer over a supporting insulator
substrate. To render the flexibility of the TFTs, the TFTs arrays, as shown in Figure 1.5b
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and c,[8] are typically fabricated on polymer thin films such as polyethylene terephthalate
(PET) or polyimide (PI) through photolithographic patterning, vacuum-based deposition and
etching processes. The mechanical robustness and the electrical performances (represented
by field-effect mobility-µ) of the TFT are majorly limited by the semiconductor material.
Among the commercialized semiconductor materials, the low-temperature polycrystalline
silicon (LTPS) has high µ of over 70 cm2·V−1·s−1[21] but requires high temperature laser
annealing which is not suitable for large-area backplane manufacturing.[22] The indium
gallium zinc oxide (IGZO) has good uniformity and scalability compared with LTPS, but
its µ of ∼10 cm2·V−1·s−1[22] is regarded as moderate. Therefore, applications to large-
area, high-resolution backplane of E-skins require development of methods to overcome the
limitation of these semiconductor materials. For the purpose, various kinds of semiconducting
materials including two dimensional semiconductors,[23, 24] organic semiconductors[25,
26] and carbon nanotubes.[27, 28, 29] Among them, the carbon nanotube is found to be
attractive due to its superior carrier mobility and long-term stability.[30, 31, 32] The use
of sorted high-purity semiconducting single-wall carbon nanotubes (sSWCNTs) has been
demonstrated to significantly enhance the performances of TFTs.[33, 34] Moreover, the
solution-processed sSWCNTs is intrinsically suitable for printed flexible TFT arrays for
large-area manufacturability and low-cost applications with less demanding requirements
such as disposable E-skin patches.[35] Printed sSWCNTs TFTs have been demonstrated
by various printing methods such as gravure printing,[36] screen printing,[37] aerosol jet
printing[38] and inkjet printing.[27, 28] The printing methods and conventional clean room-
based microfabrication methods compliment each other and can expand the applications of
E-skin even further.
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1.2.3 Flexible Neuromorphic Devices: Memristor and Synaptic Tran-
sistors
The history of the neuromorphic devices is intriguing. The prototype of neuromorphic device-
memristor, was first predicted by Prof. Leon Chua in 1971 as the fourth fundamental two-
terminal (2T) circuit element besides resistor, capacitor and inductor.[39] It was not until 37
years later, in 2008, that the memristor was finally realized in experiment by Hewlett Packard
Labs.[40] The behavior of memristor is contained in its own name and can be understood,
although very simplified, as a resistor with memory effect. The main working principle of the
memristor is the reconfiguration of resistance/conductance states of the memristor through
electrical stimulation. Crucially, the programmed resistance/conductance states depend on
the history of the stimulation and can be retained even the power supply is removed, creates a
non-volatile memory effect. From microscopic point of view, such memory effect is caused by
ion migration, phase transition and electron migration in the active layers of the memristor.[7]
A representative memristor device based on ion migration mechanism is shown in Figure
1.6a,[41] the memristor has a Metal-Insulator-Metal (MIM) structure, which a cosputtered
Ag-Si active layer is sandwiched between two tungsten electrodes. When a voltage bias is
applied, Ag ions will move between the Ag-rich region and the Ag-poor region, thus results
in the change of resistance/conductance states in Figure 1.6b.[41] The simple structure and
operating mechanism of memristor make it possible to fabricate high-density neural networks
with memristors in cross-bar configuration. The disadvantages of memristors, however, are the
device-to-device and cycle-to-cycle variations and unstable output current.[43, 44] To address
such problems, the three-terminal (3T) neuromorphic devices- synaptic transistors, have also
been investigated. Figure 1.6c illustrates a representative synaptic transistor.[42] In analog to
the biological synapse described in Section 1.1, in a biomimetic synaptic transistor, the gate
terminal is used to imitate the presynaptic neuron, whereas the drain terminal is used to
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Figure 1.6: (a) Schematic illustration of metal-insulator-metal (MIM) structure memristor and
cross-bar memristors array. (b) Reconfiguration of memristor conductance by potentiating
and depressing electrical pulses. (a-b) Reprinted from Ref.[41]. (c) Device schematic of a
CNT-based synaptic transistor and a neuromorphic processing unit consists of two synaptic
transistors and a neuron. (d) Schematics of the applied potentiating and depressing electrical
pulses and the reconfiguration of synaptic transistor conductance the by the pulses. (c-d)
Reprinted from Ref.[42].
imitate the postsynaptic neuron. The drain-source current (IDS) or the channel conductance
(G) is used to represent the synaptic weight (w). Similar to memristor, the synaptic transistor
is also characterized by reconfiguration of conductance states with non-volatile memory effect,
as shown in Figure 1.6d.[42] The difference is that with an extra terminal, the synaptic
transistor is able to process the input signal and deliver the output current via the channel
layer while independently modulate its synaptic weight through the gate terminal. Also, the
output current from synaptic transistor is more stable than memristor.[43]
The synaptic transistors can be implemented with different mechanisms, materials and
structures. The semiconducting single-wall carbon nanotubes (sSWCNTs), as the previously
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introduced as promising emerging material for TFTs backplane of active-matrix E-skin,
can also be explored for neuromorphic applications with its outstanding combination of
mechanical robustness,[33, 45] large on/off ratio and high carrier mobility,[31, 46] and
favourable scalability. The reported works of sSWCNTs synaptic transistor can be roughly
divided into three types based on their different underlying working principles- electrical-
double-layer (EDL) transistors, charge trapping transistors, and floating gate transistors and
some of the representative works will be briefly introduced. Peng et al. demonstrated a
EDL-based sSWCNTs synaptic TFT by aerosol-jet printing CNT channel and spin-coating
poly(pyromellitic dianhydride-co-4,4-oxydianiline) dielectric layer.[47] Under applied gate
voltage, ions in the dielectric layer are driven to the surface of the sSWCNT, forming an EDL
that acts as interfacial capacitors of nanoscale thickness with the sSWCNT channel. Carrier
concentration, thus the conductance of the sSWCNT channel, can be effectively modulated
by gate voltage through the EDL effect. And due to the high coupling efficiency of such
EDL effect,[48] the operating gate voltage can be lower to a few tenths of a volt. Kim et
al. fabricated flexible floating-gate sSWCNT synaptic transistors.[49] The Au control gate
electrode is embedded in the SiO2 dielectric layer. Charges in the channel can readily be
injected into the floating gate and stored when a gate voltage is applied. By modulating
the trapped charges in the floating gate, the gate voltage can effectively alters the channel
conductance. The fabricated transistors can also be transferred into flexible substrates such
as paper, rendering full flexibility of the transistors array.[49] Sanchez et al. described a
wafer-scale, charge-trapping sSWCNT synaptic transistors array.[43] The highly aligned
sSWCNTs were deposited on silicon wafer with a solution-based process. Owing to its 1D
geometry and small physical size, the conductance of the sSWCNT is demonstrated to be
highly sensitive to charged trap states in the sSWCNTs/dielectric interface.[50] Based on such
phenomenon, the conductance of sSWCNT synaptic transistor can be effectively tuned by
gate voltage stimulation which will change the charge distribution among the trap states. It
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is also worth noting that in this work, the fabrication methods and materials used in making
the sSWCNT synaptic transistors array is compatible with the existing CMOS technologies,
which may improve the practicality of neuromorphic networks in industrial level.
1.3 Multifunctional Neurological E-skin Systems
Although a single type of device is arguably advanced in carrying out its own job, the
realization of a more complex biomimetic E-skin still requires various types of devices to work
together in harmony under an integrated system. Also, in some applications scenarios of
E-skin such as prosthetics, wearable medical diagnosing devices and soft robotics, functions
of other organs, such as neurological functions of brain or the chemical sensing functions
of tongue or nose, can be incorporated into the E-skin system to extend its capabilities. In
this section, some representative works of the E-skin system with multiple functionalities,
especially neurological/neuromorphic functions will be briefly reviewed.
A multilayer stretchable E-skin based on ultrathin silicon nanoribbon (SiNR) mechanical
and temperature sensors and metallic thermal actuators has been demonstrated by Kim’s
group[16] in Figure 1.7a. As illustrated in Figure 1.7b, in such a stacked structure of the
E-skin, the sensors and actuators are implemented in different layers. The strain, pressure
and temperature sensor arrays reside in the middle layer, and each type of the sensors adopt
distinct geometrical and structural configurations (shown in Figure 1.7c), despite the same
active material- SiNR is being used. Measuring multiple stimuli with same or similar sensory
materials can simplify the fabrication process and potentially relieve the spacial constraints.
In addition to mechanical and temperature sensing, capacitance-based humidity sensors
arrays are introduced in the top encapsulating layer to monitor the skin moisture and metallic
electroresistive thermal actuators arrays are embedded in the bottom layer to adjust the skin
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Figure 1.7: (a) Optical image of the multifunctional stretchable E-skin covering a prosthetic
hand. (b) Schematic diagram showing the stacked multiple sensing and actuating layers in
the E-skin. (c) Microscopic images of SiNR-based strain sensor, pressure sensor, temperature
sensor and metallic humidity sensor and electroresistive heater. Reprinted from Ref.[16].
temperature, realizing a closer imitation of actual skin functions. Furthermore, by relaying
the transduced tactile signals to a stretchable stimulating electrodes array and interface
the electrodes with afferent nerves, the sensory signals from the pressure sensors can be
transmitted to the central nervous system (spinal cord) and eventually induce the muscle
responses in a rat. Such E-skin is equipped with neurological stimulation functions and can
be regarded as a part of neuroprosthetic systems.
In the neurological E-skin applications, not only the sensory receptors of biological skin, but
also the afferent nerves, efferent nerves and muscles and more importantly, the synaptic
functions of synapses in nervous system, can be implemented electronically. Bao’s group
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reported a artificial peripheral nerve consists of pressure sensors, ring oscillators circuit and
an EDL synaptic transistor, as shown in Figure 1.8a.[51] As mentioned in Section 1.1, signal
Figure 1.8: (a) Biological skin mechanoreceptors and sensory nerves in comparison with its
artificial electrical counterpart consists of pressure sensors, ring oscillators circuit and an
EDL synaptic transistor. (b) Interfacing artificial afferent nerve with the biological motor
efferent nerves of a discoid insect’s leg. (c) Detection of force of insect’s leg extension in
response to the tactile input to the artificial afferent nerve. Reprinted from Ref.[51].
transmission and processing in the biological nervous system through synapses are in the
format of electrical spikes call "action potentials". Therefore, a biocompatiable artificial nerve
will need to use spike-encoding method to match the signal form of the biological system.
In this system, the resistance-based pressure sensors (PSR) are utilized as biomimetic skin
mechanoreceptors. The ring oscillators circuit is connected to pressure sensors to convert the
static voltage signals from the sensors into signal spikes, which are similar to action potentials.
The signal spikes are then processed by the EDL synaptic transistor. Due to the EDL effect,
the synaptic transistor is able to adopt a planar structure which gate and source/drain
electrodes exist on same layer. Compared to the traditional stacked transistor structure,
the planar EDL synaptic transistor enables the multi-gate configuration and consequentially
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allows the transistor to combine signals from multiple ring oscillators. In Figure 1.8b, to
demonstrate a comprehensive hybrid reflex arc, the artificial peripheral nerve is interfaced
with the biological motor efferent nerves of a discoid insect’s leg, and the results in Figure 1.8c
show the muscle fibers of the insect’s leg can be activated in response to the input pressure
signals, suggesting a coherent flow of information and outstanding signal biocompatiability of
the artificial nerve.
Inspired by such system, modifications and improvements of the neurological E-skins are
being carried out in recent works. Shim et al. reported stretchable tactile sensory skins with
rubbery synaptic transistors and tested both passive pressure sensors (PSRs) and active
pressure sensors (TENGs) as stretchable mechanoreceptors.[52] While PSRs have simpler
structures that are suitable for integrating with synaptic transistors array for spatial detection,
the TENGs possess more biomimetic transduction mechanisms that the voltage spikes are
generated directly in response to the tactile inputs. Also, since the sensing parts in this
system is self-powered, the overall circuit design of this artificial nerves can be consequentially
simplified and the total power consumption can be lowered. The processed tactile signals
from synaptic transistors were used to control the locomotion of a "worm"-like soft pneumatic
robots, as illustrated in Figure 1.9a. In this soft neurorobot system, the sensory skin on the
top side is used to start or stop the programmed movement through synaptic (robotic) memory
signals, which are represented by the number of tapping on TENG. The sensory skins on the
left and right sides are designed to control the moving direction and the turning angles are
also controlled by the number of tapping, as shown in Figure 1.9b. This research has achieved
stretchability in neurological E-skins systems and expanded the potential applications of
neurological E-skins from neuroprothestics to soft neurorobotics.
Furthermore, the sensory functions of neurological E-skins are not limited to detecting
mechanical or temperature signals like biological skin. By stacking an optoelectronic synaptic
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Figure 1.9: (a) Schematic illustration of the soft neurorobot with integrated TENG and
synaptic transistor and its designed operations based on the synaptic (robotic) memory
signals. (b) Optical images showing the programmed movements of the soft neurorobot under
different commands. the Reprinted from Ref.[52].
transistor based on graphene/MoS2 with a contact-separation mode TENGs, Yu et al.
developed a hybrid neuromorphic device that can response to both optical stimuli and
mechanical movement.[53] The performance of the synaptic transistor is evaluated by the
image testing accuracy of a simulated artificial neural network (ANN). Aided by the mechanical
tuning of the synaptic weights, the test accuracy can achieve as high as 92%. Although in this
study, the synaptic transistor is fabricated on a rigid Si/SiO2 substrate, the idea of detecting
multiple signals from a variety of sources can inspire the development of neurological E-skin
with multimodal sensing functions.
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1.4 Motivation, Challenges and Contribution
Figure 1.10: (a) Conventional digital signal processing system. (b) Neurological E-skin signal
processing system.
For conventional digital signal processing system, such as pressure or sound sensing systems,
the basic elements are shown in Figure 1.10a. In the sensing stage, the data is acquired
by a sensor which transduces actual physical signal into analog electrical signal. Next, in
the signal conditioning stage, the analog signal will go through analog amplifiers (Amps)
and filters for the purpose of increasing its signal-to-noise ratio. Then, in the processing
stage, the conditioned analog signal will be converted to digital signal via an analog-to-digital
converter (ADC) and the signal will be processed by a digital signal processor (DSP). The
processed, digitized signal can be reconstructed and re-conditioned to analog signal through
a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) and amplifiers and filters. The analog signal output
can be further used for applications such as display or actuation. The conventional digital
signal processing system has been known for its ability to acquire, process and output
information with high speed and precision, thus makes it suitable for handling sophisticated
tasks. However, the conventional system is rigid and consists of complex circuits, which
limits its application in skin-based system. Moreover, each stage of the conventional signal
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processing system would consume considerable amount of power (tens of mW).[54, 55] Since
the conventional system is based on central-only data processing, meaning all the data need
to go through the DSP to be processed, the increase of the amount of tasks would increase
the overall power consumption,[56] which further limits its application in wearable electronic
system. For signal processing systems in bioinspired robotics or prosthetics, such circuit and
power constraints can be eased by partitioning the tasks into sophisticated, higher-level ones
and basic, lower-level ones. The lower-level tasks can be processed separately in flexible,
power-efficient signal processing system, such as the biomimetic neurological E-skin. The
basic elements of neurological E-skin are illustrated in Figure 1.10b. The neurological E-skin
signal processing system adopts a simpler structure than the conventional digital signal
processing system. In the signal sensing and conditioning stages, the active sensor will first
transduce the actual physical signal into pulsed electrical signal. The active sensor can be
self-powered, and the regulating circuit can potentially be simplified or even eliminated by
improving the output signal level from the active sensor and lowering the operation voltage
of the synaptic transistor. In this case, the power consumption in the signal sensing and
conditioning stages can be lowered significantly. Next, in the signal processing stage, the
synaptic transistor receives the pulsed electrical signal in its gate terminal and outputs the
processed signal in the form of drain-source current. The synaptic transistor is also highly
power-efficient. The reported synaptic transistors have been demonstrated to consume very
low energy (<20 fJ/spike) in pulsed signal processing.[57, 58] By interfacing active sensor
with synaptic transistor or by integrating them monolithically, the neurological E-skin can
achieve extremely low overall energy consumption. In bioinspired robotic, while DSP in
conventional digital signal processing system can be regarded the "brain" that performs
higher-level tasks such as decision-making and reasoning, the neurological E-skin can be
efficient in performing lower-level but crucial tasks such as reflexes, which in nature require
minimum brain involvement.[59] Due to neurological E-skin’s simple structure, flexibility
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and power-efficiency, the neurological E-skin can complement the conventional digital signal
processing system by conducting lower-level tasks, thus reduces the overall circuit complexity,
minimizes requests for central signal processor and decrease the overall power consumption
of the system.
As elaborated in Section 1.3, signal processing and control capabilities have already been
demonstrated in the neurological E-skin systems. Despite the significant progress they have
made, several challenges still remain to be addressed. For example, in the sensing stage, most
of the sensors in current neurological E-skin systems are unable to directly generate pulsed
electrical signal by themselves like skin receptors.[51, 59] They are still heavily relying on
power supplies and auxiliary circuits to generate pulsed electrical signals, which can lower
the overall power-efficiency of the system. Also, the auxiliary circuits are usually complex,
which can potentially increase the fabrication complexity, lower the yield and increase the
unit cost. In the processing stage, the dimensions of the synaptic transistors in those systems
are usually large (over several millimeters in channel width),[51, 52] makes it hard to achieve
miniaturized, monolithically integrated neurological E-skin. Furthermore, while most of the
current neurological E-skin systems primarily focus on pressure sensing, additional sensing
components can potentially be incorporated into the neurological E-skin system to enable
sensory responses of stimuli in other forms.
Starting from the basic elements, we managed to make improvements to address the aforemen-
tioned challenges by promoting the flexibility, functionality and minimizing the dimension,
complexity and power consumption of the neurological E-skin system. In this thesis, we
developed the flexible active sensors that require no power supply to generate pulsed electrical
signal. The self-powered active sensors can potentially replace the current passive sensors and
their auxiliary circuits to reduce both the circuit complexity and power consumption. We
also developed highly flexible, micrometer-scale synaptic transistor, which can potentially be
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interfaced directly with the active sensors to form the monolithically integrated neurological
E-skin. Moreover, the synaptic transistor exhibits synapse-like, non-volatile memory behavior.
In the multi-sensing neurological E-skin we developed, such memory effect may not only
enable lower-level functions such as motion control through artificial reflex arc, but also
higher-level functions such as associative learning.
1.5 Thesis Overview
This thesis mainly focuses on the device-level study of novel flexible electronics related to the
neurological E-skin applications. The study is conducted by designing, fabricating, character-
izing novel flexible fundamental electronic devices, such as transistors and mechanical sensors,
and demonstrating prototype biomimetic E-skins with multiple sensory and neuromorphic
functions by integrating individual devices. Specifically:
Chapter 2 is dedicated to the innovative studies on active tactile sensors. In this chapter, we
first examine the polypropylene-based ferroelectret nanogenerator (FENG) for its potential
as multifunctional sensing device such as flexible tactile and acoustic sensor. We then
demonstrate a soft, PDMS-based triboelectric nanogenerator (TENG) as active tactile sensor
and/or energy harvesting device. The soft TENG device is made of screen-printed stretchable
PEDOT:PSS electrodes and porous-structured PDMS thin-film. The mechanical loading
test is conducted to illustrate the device’s improved output performances compared with
non-porous structure device and mechanism of such improvement is described.
Chapter 3 mainly discusses the research works on semiconducting single-wall carbon nanotube
(sSWCNT) thin film transistor (TFT) with novel structures, functions and fabrication
methods. This chapter first covers the microfabrication process of the flexible sSWCNT TFTs
and some of the preliminary test results such as transfer and output characteristics of the
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devices. Later in this chapter, we present fully printed flexible dual-gate sSWCNT TFTs
that exhibit almost symmetric ambipolar characteristics. The dual-gate TFTs are fabricated
by inkjet-printing methods and made entirely of intrinsic flexible materials. The tunable
ambipolar characteristics of the dual-gate TFTs are then exploited to enable threshold voltage
tuning and device polarity switching. A complementary inverter is built by integrating two
printed dual-gate TFTs to demonstrate the potential application of the dual-gate TFTs in
logic circuit.
Chapter 4 focuses on the synaptic functions of the flexible sSWCNT synaptic thin film
transistor (TFT). In this chapter, the underlying operating mechanism of the synaptic TFT
is firstly described. A systematically characterization of the synaptic functions is then
carried out on the synaptic TFT. In addition, the mechanical bending and cyclic tests are
also conducted on the synaptic TFT to validate its mechanical robustness. A prototype
force-sensing neurological E-skin, with FENG as flexible artificial skin mechanoreceptor
and sSWCNT synaptic TFT as flexible artificial synaspe, is demonstrated. The detection,
transmission, processing and memory of the input tactile stimulus through this E-skin is
studied later in this chapter.
Chapter 5 explores the integration of multiple sensing devices and neuromorphic device to
realize the neurological E-skin with multiple sensing modalities. In this chapter, neurological
E-skin (also adopts the name "sensory-memory system") with optical, acoustic and tactile
sensing capabilities and synapse-like signal processing and memorizing functionalities is
achieved. It is done by interfacing the FENG-based tactile sensor and acoustic sensor
and phototransistor-based optical sensor with the flexible sSWCNT synaptic TFT. The
synaptic weight response behavior of the synaptic TFT to different types of stimuli has
been systematically studied to characterize the dynamic modification profile of the synaptic
memory. Based on this system, some of the well-known psychological models and experiments,
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such as the "Pavlov’s dog’s experiment" and the "Atkinson-Shiffrin memory model" are
managed to be reproduced electronically.






Rapid growth in the wearable electronics market has led to tremendous amount of new scientific
discoveries and technological developments recently. The flexible electronics and stretchable
electronics technologies have been extensively studied for applications in flexible/stretchable
display,[60, 61, 62] smart sensing and health care devices,[9, 17, 63, 64] soft bionic devices[51]
and many more. Despite the significant progress, one of the bottlenecks that researchers
are still striving to address is the power source issue, which has limited the wearable device
applications to a certain extent. For example, for wearable health care devices that are
designed to be soft and can conformably adapt to human skin, not only the electronic circuits
but also the power sources need to be soft and compliant, which is beyond the capability
of existing industrial battery technologies. Soft nanogenerators based on piezoelectric,[65]
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ferroelectret[66, 67] or triboeletric[68] effects, on the other hand, have been demonstrated to
be highly efficient, sustainable, and low-cost for powering the wearable devices and serving
as self-powered tactile sensors. Such nanogenerators can scavenge the ambient mechanical
energy from ubiquitous human motion and convert the harvested energy into electricity or
electrical signals.
2.2 Flexible Polypropylene-based Ferroelectret Nanogen-
erator (FENG)
In this chapter, we first study flexible polypropylene-based ferroelectret nanogenerator
(FENG). The device structure and working mechanism of FENG are illustrated in Figure
2.1.[66] The FENG adopts a sandwiched structure which the ferroelectret polypropylene
(PPFE) film is coated with Ag electrodes on both sides by sputter deposition . The charged
voids insides the PPFE film are created by gas injection and plasma discharging and they
serve as the highly oriented giant dipoles. A mechanical input (displacement, force, pressure,
etc.) to the FENG will generate dipole moments across polypropylene’s thickness, creating an
electric field that is compensated by the accumulation of charge of opposite polarities at both
surfaces of the material. This charge can be collected through thin metal film contacts on the
polymer surface, resulting in an electrical current that is proportional to the rate of change
in the applied mechanical input and flows in opposite directions depending on the direction
of the input cycle (e.g., compression/relaxation). Based on this working mechanism, FENG
has been demonstrated to be efficient in generating pulsed electrical signals in response to
tactile stimulus, which closely mimics the biological sensing mechanism. Moreover, due to the
thin-film structure (thickness of ∼ 80µm), large electromechanical transformation efficiency
(d33 of 300 pC/N)[69] and low Young’s modulus (∼1×106 N·mm−2),[67] FENG has also
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Figure 2.1: (a) Cross-sectional SEM image image of PPFE film. (b) Schematic illustration
of the void-based dipoles within the PPFE film. (c) Schematic illustration of the charge
generation mechanism of FENG within one compression-release cycle. (b-c) Reprinted from
Ref. [66]
shown the capability as a multifunctional flexible mechanoreceptor which not only response
to touch,[11] but also to sound vibration.[70] The fabrication process and characterization of
FENG-based tactile sensor and acoustic sensor will be described in Chapter 5.
2.3 Soft Porous PDMS-based Triboeletric Nanogenera-
tor (TENG)
Although the polypropylene-based FENG have exhibited outstanding flexibility and electrome-
chanical transformation efficiency, the mechanical properties of polypropylene and sputtered
Ag films will eventually limit its application as a stretchable sensor. Among the alternative
approaches to constructing self-powered stretchable tactile sensor, triboelectric nanogenerator
(TENG) has stood out due to its high output voltage and biocompatibility. The TENG
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structure offers an extremely wide range of triboelectric material choices,[10] which renders
it possible to fabricate intrinsically stretchable TENG devices by simply combining elastic
triboelectric materials with stretchable conductors. Among various stretchable triboelectric
materials, elastomer polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) has been widely used in wearable TENG
applications due to its high electronegativity, biocompatibility and simple processing.[71, 72]
In order to increase the surface charge density, the surface of PDMS is usually texturized
and one commonly studied method is the introduction of micro-sized protruding structure
patterned by microfabrication.[73, 74] Nonetheless, due to the use of microfabrication, this
method is limited by the sophisticated pattern design and size of wafer. Alternatively, porous
PDMS film made from self-assembled microparticle template has also been demonstrated to
be an effective way to further enhance the output performances of PDMS-based TENG.[75]
Fabricated through a solution-based self-assembly process, such porous structure can be
made over large area at extremely low cost and its structure could potentially lead to both
increased surface area for friction and increased surface charge density, both of which are
desirable properties for high-performance TENG applications.
Here, we demonstrate a PDMS-based TENG device with screen-printed stretchable electrode
and porous PDMS thin film formed by using self-assembled polystyrene beads as the sacrificial
template. The conductive polymer poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) polystyrene sulfonate
(PEDOT:PSS) mixed with bis(trifluoromethane)sulfonimide lithium salt was used as the
stretchable conductor and screen-printed onto the porous PDMS, which serves as both the
contacting surface and as an electrode. Compared to similar TENG device made with
non-porous PDMS, we have observed 2.5 times improvement in output voltage and 1.6 times
improvement in output current. The scalable and low-cost fabrication process and great
performance offered by the porous PDMS TENG makes it promising for a wide range of
applications in wearable energy harvesting devices and tactile sensors.
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2.4 Device Fabrication and Material Characterization of
Soft TENG
Schematic diagrams illustrating the fabrication processes and photographic images of porous
PDMS TENG are illustrated in Figure 2.2a, b and g. 50 µL of polystyrene (PS) latex
microspheres water dispersion (6 µm, 2.5 wt%, Alfa Aesar) was drop-casted on Si substrate
(1.2 × 1.2 cm2), followed by heat treatment at 65 ℃ for 30 min to completely evaporate
the solvent. A thin-layer (∼100 µm) of PDMS (Dow Corning, Sylgard 184, 10:1) was then
spin-coated (1000 rpm, 60s) on the sample and heated on a heating plate at 80 ℃ for 2.5 h to
cure the PDMS. After the PDMS thin film was cured, the sample was immersed in acetone
briefly to detach the PS/PDMS thin film from the handling Si substrate. The fabrication
of the porous PDMS thin film was completed by completely etching away the PS beads
encompassed by PDMS. This was done by exposing the PS-containing side of the PDMS thin
film to O2 plasma treatment (30 W, 15 s), followed by bath sonication in dimethylformamide
(DMF) for 3 h and immersion in DMF at room temperature for 12 h. Figure 2.2c and d are the
cross-sectional view and top view scanning electron microscopy (SEM; JEOL, JEM-7001 LV)
images of the porous PDMS thin film. The results show that highly-ordered, multilayer porous
PDMS structure was successfully obtained. The composite PEDOT:PSS ink was prepared
by mixing commercial PEDOT:PSS conductive screen printable ink (5 wt%, Sigma-Aldrich,
Inc) with 10 wt% of bis(trifluoromethane)sulfonimide lithium salt (Sigma-Aldrich, Inc) and
stirring for 15 min to further increase its stretchability.[76] Next, the PEDOT:PSS electrode
was screen-printed on the porous side of the porous PDMS film using a PET (Grafix, Inc.)
shadow mask with opening of 8 × 8 mm2 in area and 0.3 mm in thickness. The printed
PEDOT:PSS electrode was then cured at 70 ℃ for 1 h. The SEM images of PEDOT:PSS
and its interface with porous PDMS are shown in Figure 2.2e and f, respectively. After the
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Figure 2.2: (a) Schematic illustration of the fabrication process of porous PDMS TENG device.
(b) Schematic illustration of structure of porous PDMS TENG device. SEM images of porous
PDMS thin film from (c) cross-sectional view (d) top view. SEM images of (e) PEDOT:PSS
electrode (f) PEDOT:PSS/Porous PDMS interface. (g) photograph of fabricated porous
PDMS TENG.
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PEDOT:PSS electrode was cured, one edge of the electrode was connected to a leading wire
using silver paint (PELCO 16062, Ted Pella, Inc.) as the adhesive. A metal electrode was
fabricated on the other side (non-porous side) of the porous PDMS film using conductive
nickel paste (841AR, Super Shield, Inc.) following the similar printing and wiring processes.
In order to understand the effect of having porous PDMS structure on the performance of
the TENG, a reference sample with entire non-porous PDMS film of the same thickness and
the same device structure was also fabricated following the processes above. To confirm the
template formed by PS beads has been completely etched away in the porous structure, energy
dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX; JEOL, JEM-7001 LV) was conducted to the cross-sessional
area of the porous PDMS structure shown in Figure 2.3a. Structural formula of PDMS and
PS shown in Figure 2.3b suggest the element content of carbon in PS (92.3 wt%) is much
higher than PDMS (32.4 wt%) while the element content of silicon in PDMS is 37.8 wt%
and in PS is essentially zero. EDX analysis results in Figure 2.3c and d indicate that the
voids in Figure 2.3a have nearly zero carbon content while the silicon content is similar to the
background PDMS, which suggests that all PS beads have been completely etched away in the
porous PDMS structure. It is also worth noting that the fabricated porous PDMS structure
remains elastic and is highly resilient to compressive strain. SEM images of the porous PDMS
cross-sectional structure before (Figure 2.3f) and after (Figure 2.3e) pressure of up to 43.6 kPa
was applied show the porous structure was fully retained after compression. The electrical
property and stretchability of the screen-printed composite PEDOT:PSS electrode were also
characterized. A linear stretching stage shown in Figure 2.3g was used to apply tensile strain
to a sample with PEDOT:PSS electrode, whose electrical resistance was measured under
various levels of applied strain. As reported in our previous paper,[9] the addition of salt
could render the PEDOT:PSS electrode to become stretchable. This is confirmed by the
results presented in Figure 2.3h, which shows that the resistance variation of the PEDOT:PSS
electrode is less than 10 Ω under strain of up to 20 %.
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Figure 2.3: (a) SEM image of porous PDMS structure examined in EDX. (b) structural
formula of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) and polystyrene (PS). Energy dispersive X-ray
analysis (EDX) images of (c) carbon element and (d) silicon element of porous PDMS structure.
SEM images of porous PDMS structure (e) after compressive pressure (f) before compressive
pressure. (g) Stretching test equipment setup. (h) Resistance change of screen-printed
PEDOT:PSS under applied strains.
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2.5 Working Mechanism of Soft TENG
As shown in Figure 2.4, the charge generation mechanism of porous PDMS TENG device can
be explained by tribo-electrification and electrostatic effect[71, 75, 77] between tribo-positive
PEDOT:PSS electrode and tribo-negative PDMS layer. Initially the PEDOT:PSS electrode
is separated from non-porous PDMS surface by porous PDMS layer. When the TENG device
is being pressed for the first time, PEDOT:PSS is brought into contact with non-porous
PDMS surface, the friction of two materials causes the separation of triboelectric charges with
different polarity, where positive charges accumulate on PEDOT:PSS and negative charges
accumulate on non-porous PDMS surface due to different electron affinity of the material.[78]
Under this situation, the negative charges on the non-porous PDMS is balanced entirely by
the positive charges on top PEDOT:PSS electrode and electrostatic equilibrium is achieved.
After the loading force is released, the deformed porous PDMS layer gradually restores to
its original shape, giving rise to a large dipole moment through electrostatic effect, which
resulting in an electrical potential difference created between the top and bottom electrode.
Since the top PEDOT:PSS electrode has higher potential than the bottom electrode and
two electrodes are connected through an external load, this potential difference would drive
electrons to flow from bottom electrode to top electrode, generating electrical current in
the load. When the TENG is pressed again, an inversed potential difference will be created
between the two electrodes, which results in the transfer of electrons from top to the bottom
electrode and generates current flow in the reverse direction. For the reference non-porous
PDMS TENG, the charge generation mechanism is similar. However, compared with the
porous PDMS, the non-porous PDMS layer has less frication area with PEDOT:PSS and
higher Young’s modulus, which leads to its different output performance from porous PDMS
TENG.
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Figure 2.4: Charge generation mechanism of the porous PDMS TENG under external
compressive force.
For sandwich-structured TENG device working in contact-separation mode, the nanogenerator
acts as both energy output device and energy storage device which operates similarly as a
parallel-plate capacitor. The porous PDMS layer has lower elastic modulus than non-porous
PDMS,[75] and thus would exhibit larger displacement under the same compressive force,
resulting in greater reduction in distance (∆d) between the two electrodes of the capacitor.
Meanwhile, the dielectric constant of PDMS (εr PDMS=2.7) is nearly three times higher
than air (εr air= ε0 =1). When the porous PDMS layer is compressed, air will be expelled
out of the porous layer and the deformed pores will lead to denser PDMS composition in
porous layer and thus results in higher dielectric constant (∆εr). Therefore, with the same




ε0A, would be greater than that of the non-porous PDMS layer. Due to the
existence of both porous PDMS layer and non-porous PDMS layer, the porous PDMS TENG
could be considered as two parallel-plate capacitors in stack, where the top capacitor consists
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of PEDOT:PSS electrode/porous PDMS layer/non-porous PDMS surface and the bottom
capacitor consists of non-porous PDMS surface/non-porous PDMS layer/metal electrode.
In contrast, for the non-porous PDMS TENG, the capacitors are based only on non-porous
PDMS layer. Assuming the negative charge density on non-porous PDMS surface saturates
at a value of σN , those negative charges are being balanced by positive charges from both
the top PEDOT:PSS electrode and the bottom metal electrode during the movements. The
charge density on PEDOT:PSS electrode (σP ) and metal electrode (σM) should satisfy
the relation of σP+σM= σN . According to the report by He et al.,[77] σP is positively
related to the capacitance (Ctop) of top PDMS capacitor as σP ∝ Ctop. As discussed above,
the top capacitor based on porous PDMS layer would undergo greater capacitance change
(∆Ctop−porous) compared to top non-porous PDMS capacitor of the non-porous PDMS TENG
(∆Ctop−non porous) when pressed and released at same loading force and frequency. This effect
would lead to larger charge density change, represented by ∆σP−porous > ∆σP−non porous.
When the top PEDOT:PSS electrode and bottom metal electrode are connected through an





V (t) = −dσP
dt
A×RL (2.2)
where σP represents the charge density on the PEDOT:PSS electrode, A is the electrode
surface area and RL is the electrical resistance of the load resistor.
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2.6 Electro-mechanical Performance of Soft TENG
The structural difference between the porous PDMS and non-porous PDMS TENG are
illustrated in Figure 2.5a. To test and compare the performance of the porous PDMS and
non-porous PDMS TENG, the electromechanical properties of both devices were measured.
The loading force was exerted by a rubber piston with a contact area of 6×6 mm2 mounted on
a horizontal-moving stepping motor that is carefully aligned with the PEDOT:PSS electrode
of the nanogenerator. The nanogenerator devices were mounted on a stationary stage and a
commercial force sensor (A502, Tekscan, Inc) placed behind the nanogenerator was used to
precisely measure the magnitude and frequency of the applied force. Output voltage and
current were both measured by a Keithley 2450 Source Meter. After the measurement, a
low-pass filter was applied to the output voltage and current data in MATLAB to filter out
the noise. From the data presented in Figure 2.5b and c, one can see that when pressed under
the same amount of loading force (100 N) and frequency (0.8 Hz), due to the larger change
in charge density (∆σP ) with the porous PDMS layer, the porous PDMS TENG exhibits
larger average peak output voltage and output current at 1.65 V and 0.54 nA compared to
non-porous PDMS TENG with 0.66 V and 0.34 nA. Furthermore, the improvement in output
voltage and current might also be attributed to the increase in frictional area due to the
larger surface-area-to-volume ratio offered by the porous PDMS structure, which could lead
to larger charge density change as well.[75] From this point of view, the size of the pole could
also play a role in enhancing the output performance of porous PDMS TENG. Although in
this study only porous PDMS layer with pore size of 6 µm were fabricated, prior research
by Lee et al.[75] has shown that the decrease of pore size would increase the output voltage
and current due to the increased surface area-to-volume ratio. The effect of loading force
and loading frequency on the output of the TENG device has also been studied. Figure 2.6a
and b present the output voltage and current of the porous PDMS TENG under various
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Figure 2.5: (a) Schematic illustrations of porous PDMS TENG (top) and non-porous PDMS
TENG (bottom). (b) output voltage and (c) output current of porous PDMS and non-porous
PDMS TENG at loading force and frequency of 100 N, 0.8 Hz
loading force from 50 to 150 N. Lee et al. has previously reported that increasing the loading
force would lead to an increase in output voltage.[75] This is because greater loading force
could result in larger deformation in the PDMS layer, which would lead to larger capacitance
change and thus higher output voltage. However, according to the results in Figure 2.6a and
b, both the output voltage and current exhibit negligible amount of change under loading
forces of 50 N, 100 N and 150 N, suggesting that the porous PDMS is likely already fully
compressed when the applied force exceeds 50 N and the output voltage and current have
both reached their saturation values. Similar to the phenomena observed from piezoelectric
and ferroelectret based nanogenerators,[66, 79] the output voltage and current also increase
with increasing loading frequency as shown in Figure 2.6c and d. This could be explained
through equations Eqs.(2.1) and (2.2), from which one can see that higher loading frequency
at given magnitude of force would result in an increased value of dσP/dt, thus resulting in
larger output voltage and current.
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Figure 2.6: Loading force and frequency response of porous PDMS TENG. (a) output voltage
(b) output current response under different loading forces at same loading frequency of 0.8
Hz. (c) output voltage (d) output current response under different loading frequencies at
same loading force of 100 N.
2.7 Summary
In summary, first we have studied the polypropylene-based FENG for its potential as
self-powered flexible multifunctional sensing device such as tactile and acoustic sensor.
Next, we have demonstrated a porous PDMS film-based TENG device using intrinsically
stretchable materials and a solution-based fabrication process. The formation of highly
ordered, homogeneous porous PDMS structure has been confirmed by SEM and EDX and we
have shown that the use of such porous PDMS could lead to TENG device with improved
energy output (2.5 times improvement in output voltage and 1.6 times in output current) that
outperforms similar device with non-porous PDMS. Its output responses to different loading
force and loading frequency have also been studied to characterize the device and to explore
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its performance limitations for further improvements. The porous PDMS film processing
method and the use of intrinsically stretchable electrode materials applied in this research
might pave the way for the development of low-cost and large-area stretchable TENG for
wearable electronics as self-powered tactile sensor and self-sustained power source.
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Chapter 3
Flexible Carbon Nanotube Thin-Film
Transistors
3.1 Microfabrication of Carbon Nanotube Thin-Film Tran-
sistors
Microfabrication refers to conventional device manufacturing processes adapted from the
semiconductor industry, such as multi-staged photolithographic patterning, vacuum-based
deposition and physical/chemical etching processes. Although suffer from several drawbacks
such as high cost, low throughput and limited scalability, the micro-fabricated devices prevail
in device performances, reliability and compatibility with the existing CMOS technologies. In
such a case, in this chapter, we first study the microfabrication of flexible carbon nanotube
TFTs on polymer substrate.
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3.1.1 Device Fabrication
Key steps in micro-fabricating the carbon nanotube TFTs on a polyimide (PI) substrate are
illustated in Figure 3.1.[60]
Figure 3.1: Schematic illustration of microfabrication process of flexible carbon nanotube
thin-film transistors on polymer substrate. Reprinted from Ref.[60].
Polyimide from HD Microsystems is spin-coated (1000 rpm, 30 s; 2000 rpm, 1 min) onto a
Si/SiO2 wafer and baked on a hot plate at 300 °C for 10 min to form a uniform PI thin film
with a thickness of around 10 µm. On top of the PI substrate, a Ti/Au (5/30 nm) bottom-gate
electrode is formed by photolithography and lift-off, followed by dielectric layer deposition of
Al2O3/SiOx (20/15 nm) using atomic layer deposition and e-beam evaporation. Before the
CNT channel material deposition, poly-L-lysine solution (0.1% w/v; Sigma-Aldrich) is used
to functionalize the dielectric layer surface to improve the adhesion of the CNT and thus
increase the CNT network uniformity. After functionalization, the sample is rinsed with DI
water and immersed into the as-purchased sSWCNT solution (0.01 mg/mL, NanoIntegris
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Inc.) for 15 min to deposit active channel material. The sample is then taken out and rinsed
with DI water and isopropyl alcohol, blow-dried by N2, and annealed in a vacuum oven at
200 °C for 1 h to evaporate the residues. After that, Ti/Pd (0.5/35 nm) source and drain
electrodes are formed by photolithography and e-beam evaporation, and as a final step, the
transistor is finalized by etching away the sSWCNT outside the source-drain-defined channel
region using oxygen plasma. After the fabrication is completed, the PI substrate can be
delaminated from the handling wafer to render full flexibility of the device.
3.1.2 Electrical Characterization
The transfer characteristics (family of -VGS curves) and output characteristics (family of
IDS-VDS curves) of the transistor are shown in Figure 3.2a and b, respectively.
Figure 3.2: (a) Double sweep transfer characteristics of sSWCNT thin-film transistor. VDS=-1
V. (b) Output characteristics of sSWCNT thin-film transistor.
The output curves exhibit good saturation at different VGS values from +4 to -4 V. From the
transfer curve measured with VDS = -1 V and VGS sweeps from -4 to +4 V shown in Figure
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3.2a, the device current on/off ratio (Ion/Ioff ) is 320 and the field-effect mobility is calculated
to be 22.0 cm2·V−1·s−1 using the equation µ = (L · gm)/(W · CG · VDS), where VDS = -1 V,
gm is the peak transconductance and CG is the unit-area gate capacitance from our previous
work.[33] The high mobility of the sSWCNT thin-film transistors (TFTs) will be beneficial
for applications such as active matrix of E-skin backplane to improve the operation speed.
Furthermore, due to the large on/off ratio and the programmable hysteresis, such a device
can be exploited for neuromorphic applications as biomimetic transistor with functions of a
synapse. The details will be described in Chapter 4.
3.2 Introduction of Work on Printed Dual-Gate Transis-
tors
Although the mainstream semiconductor industry has been pursuing high performance highly
integrated electronic systems following the Moore’s Law for decades, there are more and
more emerging applications that demand large-scale and low-cost electronics with moderate
performance and integration density.[8, 37, 60, 80] This leads to the rapid growth in printed
electronics technology development. Remarkable progress has been made and a broad range
of applications have been demonstrated recently.[23, 24, 27, 28, 81, 82, 83, 84] Compared
to the conventional Si-based metal oxide semiconductor field-effect transistor (MOSFET),
thin-film transistor (TFT) made directly by printing has its unique advantages in terms of
processing temperature, sample size and cost.[85] The low processing temperature makes
it possible to fabricate TFTs on a variety of plastic or elastic substrates and at large scale,
which was previously hard to achieve for Si-based technologies due to the substrate rigidity
and limited wafer size. The printing process also results in greatly reduced cost and it is
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being widely adopted for flexible electronics fabrication with applications in areas such as
display, sensing, wearable electronics, biomedical devices and soft robotics.
Various kinds of semiconducting materials including 2-dimensional semiconductors,[23, 24]
organic semiconductors,[25, 26] metal oxides,[86, 87] and carbon nanotube[27, 28, 29] have
been studied for printed TFTs. Among them, the carbon nanotube is found to be attractive
due to the superior carrier mobility[30, 31, 32] and long-term stability, and the use of sorted
high-purity semiconducting single-wall carbon nanotubes (sSWCNTs) has been demonstrated
to significantly enhance the performance of printed TFTs.[33, 34] On the other hand, the
sSWCNT TFTs generally exhibit only p-type characteristics in air, which is a formidable
obstacle to form complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) logic circuits that would
require both p-type and n-type transistors. Although n-type printed TFTs using metal oxides
such as zinc tin oxide[88] or indium zinc oxide[29] have been utilized to implement CMOS
logic circuits with p-type printed sSWCNT TFTs, it is still appealing to use sSWCNT alone
as the channel material for CMOS circuits as it will result in better device matching and
can also utilize the full potential of the carbon nanotube material. Several kinds of n-type
sSWCNT transistors have been reported by applying methods such as using low work function
metal,[89, 90] organic reducing reagents,[91] or passivation with high-k dielectric film.[92]
Similar advancement has been extended to printed transistors with electron donating agent[84]
but it remains very challenging to precisely control the doping effect especially during a
printing process. Another more flexible and effective solution is the use of dual-gate transistor
structure, which offers fine-tuning of the transistor threshold voltage and polarity.[93, 94]
With the second gate as a control gate, the charge distribution and electrical field in the
channel region can be adjusted, allowing the device to be tuned to either predominantly p-type
or n-type.[95] Devices with dual-gate structure based on various types of materials such as
organic semiconductors,[96] semiconducting oxides,[97] carbon nanotube,[93, 95] graphene,[98]
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and PbS quantum dots[99] have all been reported. It is worth noting that the devices above
are all made by conventional cleanroom-based microfabrication processes. In this chapter,
we report dual-gate carbon nanotube TFTs that are fabricated entirely using inkjet-printing
processes. In such a device, the printed sSWCNTs channel semiconductor is sandwiched in
between two gate stacks, one on top and one underneath, both employing composite film of
barium titanate BaTiO3 (BTO) nanoparticles and poly (methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) as
the gate dielectric layer. The encapsulation by the BTO/PMMA layer effectively converts
the sSWCNT TFT from unipolar p-type into almost symmetric ambipolar, allowing precise
adjustment of the threshold voltages and n-type conduction to be achieved by using the
top gate as the control gate. By integrating two printed dual-gate ambipolar TFTs biased
with different control gate voltages, a CMOS inverter circuit with close to rail-to-rail output
voltage swing is demonstrated.
3.3 Device Structure and Fabrication
Figure 3.3a schematically illustrates the key steps involved in fabricating the fully-printed dual-
gate carbon nanotube TFTs on a polyimide (PI) substrate.The polyimide (HD Microsystems)
is spin-coated (1000 rpm for 30 s followed by 2000 rpm for 1 min) onto a Si/SiO2 wafer and
baked on a hot plate at 300 °C for 10 min to form a uniform PI thin film. In addition to
the PI substrate, similar dual-gate TFTs are also printed directly on rigid Si/SiO2 wafers
(with 300 nm SiO2) by utilizing the SiO2 as the dielectric layer and heavily doped Si as the
back gate. A GIX Microplotter (Sonoplot Inc.) is used for all printing processes. The nozzle
is first lowered down to let the ink inside of the nozzle touch the sample surface and then
pulled up to a small but safe height of tens of micrometers to allow the formation of a liquid
meniscus between the printing nozzle and the substrate. This maintains the continuity of
the ink from nozzle to the surface while avoiding any physical contact or scratch between
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Figure 3.3: Fully-printed flexible dual-gate carbon nanotube thin-film transistors. (a)
Schematic diagrams illustrating the fabrication process flow. (b) Schematic diagram showing
the various layers in a printed dual-gate TFT. (c, d) Optical photographs showing a sample
consisting of a 3×3 TFT array printed on a flexible polyimide substrate. (e) Optical mi-
crograph of an individual TFT. (f) SEM image showing the printed sSWCNT film in the
channel region of the TFT.
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the nozzle and the sample. The bottom gate electrode is first printed on the substrate using
silver nanoparticle ink (PG-007AA from Paru Corp., South Korea) followed by baking at
150 °C for 15 min on a hot plate to evaporate the solvent and sinter the silver nanoparticles.
The first layer of gate dielectric is then printed using a hybrid dielectric ink composed of
BaTiO3 nanoparticles and PMMA (PD-100 from Paru Corp., South Korea) at a temperature
of around 60-65 °C. After printing, the sample is baked at 150 °C for 10 min to further
evaporate the ink solvent and solidify the BTO/PMMA dielectric layer. Source and drain
electrodes are printed next, following the same printing and baking recipes of the bottom
gate electrode. High purity (>99%) sSWCNT solution (IsoNanotubes-S from NanoIntegris)
is printed in the channel region of the TFT followed by baking at 150 °C for 10 min, and the
uniformity of the printed sSWCNT network is examined by SEM. After the printing of the
carbon nanotube channel material, a second layer of BTO/PMMA dielectric and the top gate
electrode are printed sequentially using the same methods as the first dielectric layer and the
bottom electrode. Once the fabrication is completed, the PI substrate is delaminated from
the handling wafer and placed on a polyethylene terephthalate (PET) supporting substrate
for characterization and bending tests. Additionally, as a reference sample for performance
benchmarking, we have also fabricated similar printed dual-gate TFTs on rigid SiO2/Si
substrates. The fabrication process of such dual-gate TFTs on silicon substrate is almost
identical to the fabrication of the flexible dual-gate TFTs on PI substrate, except that the
bottom gate electrode and the bottom gate dielectric layer are skipped as the heavily-doped
silicon substrate is employed as the bottom gate instead. A more detailed view of the various
layers comprising the printed flexible dual-gate TFT is shown in Figure 3.3b. In such a
dual-gate TFT, the bottom gate electrode serves the role of the regular gate electrode in a
conventional field-effect transistor while the top gate electrode works as a control gate to
tune the TFT characteristics to either predominantly p-type or predominantly n-type. Figure
3.3c and d shows an array of 3×3 TFTs printed on a single piece of PI substrate. Because of
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the printing process used, the fabrication can be easily scaled up to much larger sample size
at relatively low cost. Figure 3.3e shows the optical micrograph of a representative dual-gate
TFT on PI substrate. The typical channel length (L) and channel width (W ) of the TFTs
used in this study are in the range of 50∼150 µm and 1000∼2000 µm, respectively. Scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) image of the printed sSWCNT film in the channel region of the
TFT is shown in Figure 3.3f, indicating dense and uniform distribution of carbon nanotubes
3.4 Electrical Characterization of Single and Dual-Gate
Transistors
The effect of adding the top gate stack on the electrical characteristics of the printed TFTs is
systematically studied in Figure 3.4. Before printing the top BTO/PMMA gate dielectric
layer, the sSWCNTs in the channel were exposed under ambient conditions, and unipolar
p-type transfer characteristics (IDS – VGS curves) were observed from both devices fabricated
on silicon (Figure 3.4a) and PI substrate (Figure 3.4b). Even after moderate baking or
slight toluene rinsing of the sSWCNT channel, no noticeable change was observed from the
transfer curves of both types of samples. Interestingly, after another layer of BTO/PMMA
dielectric was printed on top of the sSWCNT channel, the IDS – VGS curves of the same
devices underwent drastic changes from unipolar p-type to almost symmetric ambipolar
type as shown in Figure 3.4c and d. Similar phenomenon was also observed previously from
microfabricated carbon nanotube transistors and graphene transistors when fully encapsulated
by dielectric layers. [92, 100] Here for the printed TFT with ambipolar characteristics, we
define its threshold voltage (Vth) as the gate voltage under which the drain current is at
its minimum. As the VDS increases from -2 to -10 V, the Vth only varies slightly from 2.7
to 3.2 V for TFTs on SiO2/Si and from 8.0 to 5.4 V for TFTs on PI. The Vth variations
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of both types of printed devices are almost negligible compared to the sweeping range of
VGS (80 V), indicating little dependence of Vth on the drain voltage. The fact that the
addition of a top BTO/PMMA layer can significantly alter the polarity of the printed carbon
nanotube TFTs can be explained as the removal of oxygen, moisture, and other impurities
from the sSWCNT film during BTO/PMMA printing process. It is also worth noting that the
transfer curves are almost symmetrical with very slight predominance in the p-branch, which
indicates comparable hole and electron conductivities in the printed TFTs. For the p-branch
characteristics (VGS = -40 V) that correspond to the hole conduction, when measured under
a VDS of -10 V, the width-normalized on-current (Ion/W ) is 9.8 µA/mm and 10.7 µA/mm
for devices printed on PI and SiO2/Si, respectively, and the current on/off ratio (Ion/Ioff ) is
1.23×102 and 8.8×102 for devices on PI and SiO2/Si, respectively. Similarly, for the n-branch
(VGS = 40 V) that corresponds to the electron conduction, the Ion/W and Ion/Ioff are 3.8
µA/mm and 47 for devices printed on PI and 3.3 µA/mm and 2.67×102 for devices printed
on SiO2/Si. The electron and hole field-effect mobilities of the printed dual-gate TFTs are
further extracted using the equation µ = (L · gm)/(W · CG · VDS), where gm is the peak
transconductance measured at VDS = -10 V and CG is the unit-area gate capacitance. For
better accuracy, the CG value of the TFT on PI substrate was obtained directly from the
capacitance-voltage curves (Figure 3.4g) measured at a low frequency of 1 kHz following the
method previously reported in our earlier work.[27] For the flexible device on PI substrate
(Figure 3.4d), the hole mobility is calculated to be 0.51 cm2·V−1·s−1 with a peak gm of
5.6×10−7 S and the electron mobility is calculated to be 0.24 cm2·V−1·s−1 with a peak gm of
2.2×10−7 S. As a comparison, for similar devices printed on rigid SiO2/Si substrate, the hole
mobility is calculated to be 0.44 cm2·V−1·s−1 with a peak gm of 1.02×10−6 S and the electron
mobility is calculated to be 0.13 cm2·V−1·s−1 with a peak gm of 3.0×10−7 S. While we did not
attempt to further optimizing the printing process for the dual-gate TFTs in this work, it is
still worth noting that the printed flexible TFTs exhibit more or less comparable performance
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Figure 3.4: Conversion of the TFT transfer characteristics from p-type to ambipolar with
the addition of a top dielectric layer. (a, b) Representative p-type transfer curves measured
from the TFTs printed on Si/SiO2 substrate (a) and PI substrate (b) with the sSWCNTs
in the channel directly exposed to ambient conditions. (c, d) Representative ambipolar
transfer curves measured from the devices on Si/SiO2 (c) and PI (d) after another layer of
BTO/PMMA gate dielectric was printed on top to fully encapsulate the sSWCNT channel.
The schematics of the TFT configurations tested in panels (a-d) are shown as the inset. (e, f)
Histograms showing the Vth (e) and on/off current ratio (f) distributions of the ambipolar
TFTs with BTO/PMMA coverage. (g) C-V characteristics of the fully-printed TFT on
polyimide substrate with BTO/PMMA dielectric layer for both top control gate and bottom
gate.
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to their rigid counterparts. We have also fabricated a large number of such printed dual-gate
TFTs in order to study the device-to-device uniformity. As shown in the histograms of Figure
3.4e, the threshold voltage Vth has a relatively narrow distribution between -10 V and 10 V
with an average value of -0.4 V. From Figure 3.4f, the average current on/off ratio is 3.2×102
and the highest on/off ratio achieved is 4.1×103. Both figures indicate rather uniform device
performance from multiple batches of printed dual-gate TFTs.
3.5 Hysteresis and Long-term Stability
We have also studied the hysteresis and long-term stability of the ambipolar characteristics
in the printed dual-gate TFTs. The double sweep (forward and backward sweeps) transfer
curves were measured on both the devices on SiO2/Si (Figure 3.5a) and PI (Figure 3.5b).
Hysteresis is generally defined as the difference in VGS voltage at an average IDS, i.e. for
the forward and backward sweeping curves. Based on this definition, the hysteresis is 3 V
for devices on PI and 1.6 V for devices on SiO2/Si at a VDS of -10 V. The small hysteresis
can be attributed to the top BTO/PMMA layer, which effectively passivates the sSWCNT
channel from common absorbents under ambient conditions such as moisture. Furthermore,
with the protection by the top BTO/PMMA layer, the ambipolar characteristics also exhibit
good long-term stability and remain almost unchanged even after being stored for 4 months
(Figure 3.5c).
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Figure 3.5: Hysteresis and long-term stability of the printed ambipolar TFTs. (a-b) The
forward and backward sweep transfer curves measured at various VDS biases showing very
small hysteresis for devices on both SiO2/Si (a) and PI (b) substrates. (c) The transfer curves
measured from the same TFT after being stored in ambient condition for up to 4 months.
3.6 Tunable Ambipolar Transfer Characteristics
The tuning of the ambipolar characteristics of the dual-gate TFTs can be achieved by changing
the voltage applied on the top gate (the control gate), which controls the charge carriers
in the channel and adjusts the threshold voltage. As shown in Figure 3.6a,b, the IDS-VGS
curves can be tuned effectively from predominantly p-type to predominantly n-type by simply
varying the control gate voltage VCS. As VCS gradually increases from -60 to +60 V, the Vth
decreases from +15.5 V to -2.5 V for TFTs on silicon (Figure 3.6a) and from +24.5 V to
-2.5 V for the flexible devices on PI (Figure 3.6b). The increase in VCS voltage also leads to
enhanced n-branch conduction and suppressed p-branch conduction. More specifically, as the
VCS changes from -60 to +60 V, the p-branch current (VGS = -40 V) decreases from 59 to 5.8
µA for devices on PI and from 79 to 7.7 µA for devices on silicon, while the n-branch current
(VGS = 40 V) increases from 1.75 to 9.9 µA for devices on PI and from 1.7 to 11 µA for devices
on silicon. Both p-branch and n-branch output characteristics (IDS-VDS) are measured and
presented in Figure 3.6c-f where nice saturation in the drain current can be observed. It
should be noted that the IDS-VDS curves are slightly nonlinear at low VDS biases, indicating
the presence of a small Schottky barrier between the printed silver source/drain electrodes
and the semiconducting carbon nanotubes. This was not observed in our previous work
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Figure 3.6: Fully-printed dual-gate TFTs with tunable ambipolar transfer characteristics.
(a, b) The transfer curves of the printed dual-gate TFTs measured under different control
gate voltages VCS for devices on SiO2/Si (a) and PI (b) substrates. (c, d) p-branch output
characteristics achieved from the dual-gate TFTs on SiO2/Si (c) and PI (d) substrates by
applying a constant control gate voltage of -60 V. (e, f) n-branch output characteristics
achieved from the dual-gate TFTs on SiO2/Si (e) and PI (f) substrates by applying a constant
control gate voltage of 60 V.
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on printed carbon nanotube transistors,[27] in which Ohmic contacts with linear IDS-VDS
curves were observed at low VDS biases. We suspect that the Schottky contact might be
caused by the different printing sequences used compared to our previous work, with the
sSWCNTs printed on top of the silver source/drain electrodes in this work, but fully covered
underneath the printed silver source/drain electrodes previously. Without encapsulation
by the silver electrodes, the Ag-sSWCNT contact might be prone to contaminants in air
during the printing and baking processes, which contributes to the Schottky barrier observed
in this work. It is also important to point out that for proper operation of the dual-gate
TFT, the control gate voltage (VCS) and the bottom gate voltage (VGS) should be compatible
with each other; i.e., they should be either both positive or both negative. If one is set to
positive and the other is set to negative, the two gates will attempt to bias the TFT into
opposite polarities, and thus, there will always be a conductive channel between the source
and drain electrodes. Because channel pinch-off can never happen in such a scenario, the
TFT can never enter the saturation region, resulting in superlinear increase in the output
characteristics at high VDS. Such bias conditions cause the transistor to not work properly
and should therefore be avoided.
3.7 Flexibility and Durability
The flexibility and durability of the printed dual-gate TFTs on the PI substrate are examined,
and the results are presented in Figure 3.7. Because of the very thin (∼10 µm) PI substrate
used, the devices are expected to be rather bendable. The transfer curves of the device
exhibit almost negligible differences when bent down to a curvature radius of 5 mm (Figure
3.7a) The same device also exhibits very minor variations during the cyclic bending tests
and manages to maintain its performances after up to 1000 cycles of bending to a curvature
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radius of 5 mm (Figure 3.7b), manifesting excellent mechanical robustness of the dual-gate
TFTs.
Figure 3.7: Bending tests conducted on fully-printed flexible dual-gate TFTs. (a) Transfer
curves of a dual-gate TFT measured with VCS of -60 and 60 V at various curvature radii.
Inset: photograph of the sample when bent. (b) Transfer curves of a dual-gate TFT measured
with VCS of -60 and 60 V after various bending cycles down to a curvature radius of 5 mm.
3.8 Printed Dual-Gate TFTs for CMOS Logic Circuit
By integrating two printed dual-gate TFTs with comparable ambipolar characteristics, a
complementary logic inverter can be realized as illustrated in Figure 3.8a.
Previously reported work on printed logic circuits with carbon nanotube TFTs almost always
relied on PMOS-only logic with a resistive load for the pull-down circuit. This is because
carbon nanotube TFTs normally only exhibit unipolar p-type characteristics as discussed
above. Here, we have managed to achieve a complementary logic inverter by selectively tuning
one transistor into a p-type TFT and the other into an n-type TFT by applying different
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Figure 3.8: CMOS inverter formed by integrating two printed dual-gate TFTs. (a) Schematic
diagram and optical micrograph of a printed CMOS inverter, where VCP and VCN denote
the control gate voltages for p-TFT and n-TFT, respectively. (b) Measured and calculated
inverter voltage transfer characteristics (VTC) with the p-TFT biased with a control gate
voltage of -60 V and n-TFT biased with a control gate voltage of 60 V. The supply voltage
VDD is 10 V. (c) The inverter VTC measured at different VCP . (d) The forward and backward
sweeping inverter VTC measured with different VDD. (e, f) Voltage gain of the printed CMOS
inverter for forward (e) and backward (f) sweep of VIN .
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control gate voltages (VCP = -60 V for the p-TFT and VCN = 60 V for the n-TFT). The
measured (red trace) as well as the calculated (blue trace) voltage transfer characteristics
(VTC) of the inverter are plotted in Figure 3.8b. The calculated VTC is obtained by using
the transfer curves of both TFTs in the inverter and treating them as a resistive divider, and
it shows good agreement with the measured data. With a VDD of 10 V, the measured VTC
exhibit a peak output voltage of 9.7 V and a minimum output voltage of 1.1 V, which is
decently close to rail-to-rail operation. If one needs to further improve the output voltage
swing, TFTs with a larger on/off ratio will be needed. The VTCs can also be fine-tuned by
the changing the control gate voltage as is shown in Figure 3.8c. As the VCP is being tuned
from 0 to -100 V, the corresponding TFT becomes more and more predominantly p-type,
which leads to enhanced p-branch current and stronger pull-up performance. As a result, the
VTC moves closer and closer toward VDD with the peak output voltage increasing from 7.3
to 9.9 V, approaching the ideal peak output voltage of VDD = 10 V. The VTCs and voltage
gain (-dVOUT/dVIN) measured with various supply voltages from 4 to 20 V are presented in
Figure 3.8d-f. As the VDD increases, both the peak output voltage (e.g., 3.95 V for VDD = 4
and 18.5 V for VDD = 20 V) and the voltage gain increases monotonically, which is similar to
other published results.[29] The peak voltage gain is 3.6 and 2.7 for backward and forward
sweeps, respectively. Although the voltage gain of the complementary inverter is still limited,
further improvements are possible by optimizing the printing technology to achieve a thinner
gate dielectric layer.
3.9 Summary of Work on Printed Dual-Gate Transistors
In summary, we have demonstrated fully printed dual-gate carbon nanotube TFTs on both PI
and SiO2/Si substrates. The flexible devices on PI substrates exhibit comparable performance
to their rigid counterparts in terms of their transfer characteristics, output characteristics,
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hysteresis, transconductance, carrier mobility, and on/off ratio. We have also shown that the
ambipolar characteristics of the dual-gate TFT can be fine-tuned by adjusting the control
gate voltages, and predominant n-type behavior (enhanced n-branch current and suppressed
p-branch current) or p-type behavior can be achieved by using positive or negative VCS biases,
respectively. Based on the dual-gate control, a complementary inverter is demonstrated
by employing two dual-gate TFTs biased with different control gate voltages. This work
addresses the challenge of constructing CMOS-analogous logic circuits using fully printed
carbon nanotube transistors. It will be beneficial for the development of large area, scalable,
and lowcost printed flexible electronic systems in the future.
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Chapter 4
Flexible Carbon Nanotube Synaptic
Transistor for Neurological Electronic
Skin Applications
4.1 Introduction
As the largest organ of the human body and the foundation of human physical interaction
with the world, skin, with its complex tactile and thermal sensory capabilities, has intrigued
and inspired enormous research efforts to mimic or even augment its functions. Artificial
electronic skin (E-skin)[1, 14, 35, 101], which was initially implemented primarily as a network
of soft pressure sensors for spatial and temporal mapping of tactile information,[8, 15, 102] has
recently been reinforced with a variety of additional sensing modalities and human-interactive
functionalities, such as visualizable pressure detection,[60],in situ sweat analysis[17] and
haptic skin interfaces for virtual reality/augmented reality applications.[103] Previous studies
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of E-skin mainly utilize passive pressure-sensitive components such as resistive or capacitive
pressure sensors to achieve physical-electrical signal transduction through their conductance or
capacitance change.[8, 51, 104] In contrast, the signal transduction mechanism is more “active”
in a biological skin system as sensory receptors embedded across the skin would directly
transduce the physical contact into information-encoded, pulse-based electrical signals. On
the other hand, neuronal functions (i.e, the conveyance and transmission of such signals to
the central nervous system (CNS) such as the brain and spinal cord) have not been explored
in E-skin systems as extensively.
Signal communication between a sensory afferent neuron and a neuron in the CNS is enabled
through synapse. The strength of the synapse (synaptic weight) can be adjusted in response
to the action potentials from sensory neurons, which is a crucial property that has been
proven to be the foundation of mammal memory formation and learning ability.[105, 106]
The modulation of synaptic weight can be emulated in electronic devices by modulating
the channel conductance of two-terminal memristors or three-terminal artificial synaptic
transistors.[107] As the action potential can be emulated by voltage pulse, the induced
conductance change is usually presented in the form of a change in channel current, which
is usually called postsynaptic current (PSC) in synaptic devices. Thanks to the recent
development in flexible neuromorphic electronic materials and device technologies, it is now
possible to achieve synaptic devices in flexible[108, 109] or even stretchable forms[52, 110]
that can be compatible with soft and curved human skin or internal organs. Among the
various neuromorphic electronic materials that have been studied, a one-dimensional (1D)
semiconducting single-wall carbon nanotube (sSWCNT) offers an outstanding combination
of mechanical robustness,[33, 45] large on/off ratio, and high carrier mobility.[31, 46] Owing
to its 1D geometry and small physical size, the conductance of the sSWCNT is demonstrated
to be highly sensitive to charged interface trap states,[50] allowing the sSWCNT-based
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artificial synaptic transistors to exhibit a broad conductance modulation range.[42] Interest
and intrigue toward the sSWCNT in neuromorphic devices have been further expanded due
to its established outstanding scalability and mechanical flexibility.[62, 111, 112] Wafer-scale
aligned sSWCNT synaptic transistor arrays demonstrate exceptional device uniformity and
repeatabilty,[43] whereas flexible sSWCNT synaptic transistors with extraordinary bendability
on various flexible substrates[49, 113] show a huge potential in wearable electronic applications.
In this study, we report a biomimetic electronic sensory skin by utilizing a flexible high-
performance sSWCNT synaptic thin-film transistor to imitate the chemical synapse between
a peripheral nerve and the CNS and thin-film ferroelectret nanogenerator (FENG) to imitate
the mechanoreceptor and peripheral nerve itself for transducing and relaying the force
stimulus information to the synapse. The illustration of the electronic system and the
analogy to its biological counterpart is shown in Figure 4.1a. We have systematically studied
the synaptic characteristics including short-term/memory plasticity (STP/MEP), spike-
amplitude-dependent plasticity, spike-width-dependent plasticity, paired-pulse facilitation
(PPF) and frequency filtering characteristics, analogue-synaptic weight switching behavior
with bending and cyclic tests, spike-time-dependent plasticity in the flexible sSWCNT synaptic
transistor. The output characteristics of FENG in response to external force stimuli have also
been studied. In the reported artificial sensory skin, the FENG sensor converts the tactile
information (the force amplitude and frequency) of the physical contact into presynaptic
action potential pulses, which are then passed to the gate of the synaptic transistor to render
changes in drain current (PSC), mimicking the modulation of synaptic weight in a biological
synapse. Such an operation of the synaptic transistor and its ability to maintain the change
in conductance states allow the device to process the electrical signals from the sensor and
generate history-dependent output that reflects not only the amplitude but also the sequence
and frequency of the force stimuli. Our artificial sensory skin allows instantaneous sensing of
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force stimuli with biological synapselike transmission, processing and memory of the stimulus
signals. With the artificial synaptic transistor potentially interfacing with a motor or actuator
unit, the sensory skin could have the potential for controlling skeletal muscle fibers or have
applications in neuroprosthetic devices.
4.2 Structure and Working Principle of sSWCNT Synap-
tic Transistor
Figure 4.1b shows a representative image of arrays of thin-film sSWCNT synaptic transistors
fabricated on a flexible polyimide (PI) substrate being wrapped on a glass cylinder. The
inset is an optical micrograph of an individual transistor with a channel length of L = 10 µm
and a channel width of W = 100 µm. The transistor consists of Ti/Au back-gate electrode,
Al2O3/SiOx dielectric layer, a solution-processed sSWCNT active channel, and Ti/Pd source
and drain electrodes. The microfabrication processes are described in Section 3.1.1, Chapter
3, in detail. The hysteresis characteristics (family of double sweep IDS-VGS curves) of the
transistor are shown in Figure 4.1c. Although the ideal CNT does not have surface dangling
bonds, interface trap states still exist between the CNT and the oxide dielectric layer in
a CNT transistor.[114, 115] Figure 4.1d shows the energy band diagrams, illustrating the
oxide/CNT interface states. When a negative gate bias is applied, the energy band of the
CNT at the oxide/CNT interface and the interface states bend upward, while the Fermi
level (EF ) of the CNT remains flat. In this scenario, more interface donor states become
empty and positively charged, causing a negative shift of the corresponding IDS-VGS curve
and the threshold voltage (Vth). Similarly, when a positive gate bias is applied, the CNT
energy band and interface states bend downward, causing more acceptor interface states to
be filled and thus negatively charged, which leads to a positive shift of the IDS-VGS curve
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Figure 4.1: (a) Schematic illustration of biological skin, its peripheral nerve and synapse (upper
part), in comparison with its artificial electrical counterpart (lower part). The schematic
illustration is partially created with BioRender.com. (b) Optical photograph showing a
sample of flexible carbon nanotube synaptic transistors. Inset: optical micrograph of an
individual synaptic transistor. (c) Double sweep transfer curves of the synaptic transistor
showing the hysteresis under different VGS sweeping ranges measured with |VDS| = 1.0 V. (d)
Energy band diagrams illustrating the origin of hysteresis induced by interface trap states
under positive and negative gate biases in sSWCNT synaptic transistor.
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and Vth. A nonlinear, hysteretic behavior of Vth from bidirectional VGS sweeps (VGS sweeping
from negative to positive values, and vice versa) is observed. It is worth noting that the
width of the hysteresis curve is directly associated with the range of VGS sweeping. The
value of hysteresis is generally defined as the difference between VGS at average IDS, that is,
(IDS-MAX + IDS-MIN)/2 from backward and forward sweeping curves. As shown in Figure
4.1c, when VGS is swept from -4 to +4 V, a hysteresis of 1.44 V is observed. In contrast,
if the sweeping range of VGS is reduced to -0.5 to +0.5 V, the IDS-VGS curve only exhibits
negligible hysteresis. This phenomenon can be explained by the fact that greater VGS biases
result in more significant band bending in semiconductors, which allows a wider range of
interface states to be charged and discharged. This increases the net interface charge density
at the oxide/CNT interface, causing more significant shift in Vth and thus larger hysteresis.
In most logic circuit applications, hysteretic behavior in transistors is considered unfavorable
and deemed to be eliminated.[116] However, hysteresis is also a distinctive property that
enables memory, which could be harnessed and engineered for neuromorphic computing
applications to mimic the behavior of the biological synapse in the human brain. In the
human nervous system, a synapse is a gap-junction structure that enables the signal trans-
mission between one neuron cell (presynaptic cell) to another neuron cell or an effector
cell (postsynaptic cell) which can actively respond to a stimulus. How strongly the pre-
and postsynaptic cells are correlated and can exert influence over each other is evaluated
by the weight of the synapse, which can evolve over time and adjust to neuron activities.
The adaptation of synaptic weight to the neuron stimulus (usually in the form of action
potential) is known as synaptic plasticity. Based on how synaptic plasticity changes in
response to different presynaptic action potentials, the synaptic weight can either be increased
for an improved signal transmission between two cells through the synapse, decreased for a
suppressed signal transmission, or simply remain unchanged. The aforementioned three basic
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synaptic plasticities are named potentiation, depression, and elasticity, respectively, and can
all be imitated using the sSWCNT artificial synaptic transistors with hysteresis caused by
interface states.
4.3 Biomimetic Neurological Functions of sSWCNT Synap-
tic Transistor
4.3.1 Stimulus and Time-Dependent Plasticity
In a synaptic transistor, the gate terminal is used to imitate the presynaptic neuron, whereas
the drain terminal is used to imitate the postsynaptic neuron. The synaptic weight is
represented by IDS, which is named postsynaptic current (PSC) in the synaptic transistor
context. As explained previously, a negative gate bias will cause a negative shift of the
IDS-VGS curve while a positive bias will cause a positive one. When the gate bias is applied
in the form of a pulse, the PSC in a synaptic transistor can be modified effectively. For
example, a positive gate pulse with sufficient amplitude will result in an immediate increase
in PSC (potentiation), whereas a negative gate pulse with sufficient amplitude will induce an
immediate drop in PSC (depression). If the amplitude of gate bias is too small to generate
noticeable hysteresis, the PSC is likely to remain constant. The amplitude of the action
potential that leads to potentiation, depression, or elasticity may have slight variations among
different devices, depending on the hysteresis curves of each individual transistor. Figure
4.2a shows the PSC response of the sSWCNT synaptic transistor to three representative
presynaptic square wave action potentials (Vpre) with different amplitude of +4, +0.5, and
-4 V, all with the same pulse width of 10 ms and baseline of 0 V. The |VDS| is fixed at 1 V
during the measurement. The baseline value of the PSC is defined as the average PSC value
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between 5 and 15 s before the arrival of the Vpre, and the PSC data are normalized with
respect to this baseline value. Upon arrival of the action potential, Vpre = +4 V yields a
large increase in PSC, which can be interpreted as potentiation of the synaptic weight; Vpre
= -4 V yields a large decrease in PSC corresponding to depression, and Vpre = +0.5 V gives
elasticity with negligible change in PSC.
For synaptic weight modulation, aside from being stimulus-dependent, the time dependence
is also crucial to characterize the memory effect of the artificial synapse. Here, two time-
dependent plasticities are proposed, the short-term plasticity (STP) and memory plasticity
(MEP). The STP has a time scale on the order of milliseconds to seconds, whereas the MEP
is more long-lived and could last for minutes, hours, or even days. In our study, the STP is
defined as the amount of percentage change in PSC (∆PSC) after 1 s of the stimulation of
Vpre, and MEP is defined as the average ∆PSC between 30 and 50 s after the stimulation.
The spike-amplitude-dependent STP and MEP are plotted in Figure 4.2b as a function of the
amplitude of Vpre, and the results can be well fitted with exponential function in the form of
∆PSC=∓A0 exp(|Vpre|/VA) + w0, where Vpre is the amplitude of the action potential, VA is
associated with the activation energy of the interface trap states and the “∓” sign indicates
the type of plasticity.[117] The value of VA determines how large the amplitude of Vpre needs
to be to reach certain amount of STP/MEP. From the device structure point of view, VA
indicates how easily the interface donor/acceptor states can be charged. The smaller the
value of VA, the easier the synaptic transistor can be excited by Vpre, thus larger PSC change
can be induced. For potentiation and depression, ∆PSC is positive and negative and the
corresponding PSC is called excitatory PSC (EPSC) and inhibitory PSC (IPSC), respectively.
The fitting equations of MEP and STP by potentiating Vpre and depressing Vpre are listed
in Table 4.1. It is believed that the amount of synaptic vesicles being activated and fusing
with a presynaptic membrane to release a neurotransmitter depends on the amplitude of
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Figure 4.2: (a) Instantaneous PSC (normalized) before and after presynaptic pulse excitation
showing potentiation (Vpre = +4 V), depression (Vpre = -4 V) and elasticity (Vpre = +0.5 V).
(b) Spike-amplitude dependence of MEP and STP. (c) PSC responses of synaptic transistor
with Vpre (+4 V) of different pulse width ranging from 1 ms to 1 s. (d) Spike-width dependence
of MEP and STP. (e) Double sweep transfer curves of the synaptic transistors showing the
hysteresis of different devices. (f) PSC curves of the corresponding devices in Figure e with
same excitation of Vpre = +4 V and pulse width of 10 ms. All measurements are conducted
at |VDS| = 1.0 V.
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action potential.[117] In other words, the nature of biological synaptic weight modulation due
to the quantitative change of released neurotransmitters is well-represented by the ∆PSC
as a result of different magnitude of Vpre in the sSWCNT artificial synaptic transistor. To
obtain a more comprehensive understanding of how a single action potential can affect the
synaptic response of the transistor, action potentials with the same amplitude but different
pulse widths are also applied to excite the transistor, and the corresponding PSC responses
are measured. Figure 4.2c shows the PSC responses of a synaptic transistor with Vpre (+4 V)
of various pulse widths ranging from 1 ms to 1 s. The spike-width dependences of STP and
MEP are plotted in Figure 4.2d. Results in Figure 4.2c and d suggest a monotonic increase
of synaptic response with the increased spike width, which can be attributed to the increased
number of charged interface states due to the extended charging time.
From transistor structure and fabrication point of view, device geometry (e.g., channel length
L), type of dielectric material being deposited, deposition techniques of the dielectric layer,
and the surface treatments of the dielectric layer can all affect the density and distribution
of interface trap states, thus affecting the synaptic response of the transistor to Vpre. In
order to understand the uniformity of the synaptic response, hysteresis curves and PSC
curves of multiple devices are measured, and the results are shown Figure 4.2e and f. The
synaptic transistors exhibit fairly uniform synaptic responses to the same Vpre, suggesting a
good controllability over the interface trap states among different devices during the device
fabrication processes. The variation of the synaptic behaviors can be attributed to the
variation in hysteresis behaviors among transistors.
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4.3.2 User-Dependent Plasticity and Flexibility Test
The synaptic behavior is further characterized by user-dependent synaptic plasticity, the
change of synaptic weight with regards to the activation history at that synapse. For short-
term plasticity, facilitation is one of the most common forms and plays an important role
in synaptic computing and information processing.[118, 119] Among the various facilitation
forms, PPF is studied by applying a pair of stimuli to the presynapse neuron and monitoring
the fractional change of a second response of the synaptic weight to the first one. The
magnitude of this fractional change was demonstrated to be a function of the interval between
the two action potentials.[120] In our sSWCNT synaptic transistor, the pair of stimuli are
emulated by two consecutive presynaptic spikes to the gate of the transistor with an amplitude
of +4 V, a width of 10 ms, and a period of 85 ms (i.e, duty cycle of 11.76%). The “spike
interval” ∆t is defined as the time difference between the falling edge of the first spike and
the rising edge of the second spike. For the aforementioned spike pair, a ∆t of 75 ms is
obtained and shown along with the spike pair in the upper panel of Figure 4.3a. It is noted
that, for two consecutive pulses (A1 and A2, shown in bottom panel of Figure 4.3a, the
EPSC response is higher for the second peak (A2). This behavior was repeatedly observed
in multiple experiments and shows how past pulses can be used to increase future EPSC
responses, which is indicative of memory behavior. Defined as the percentage of the amplitude
of a second spike to the first spike in EPSC, the PPF index is used to evaluate the PPF
effect and can vary as the ∆t of the presynaptic spikes varies. Figure 4.3b shows the PPF
index plotted as a function of ∆t, and the plot yields a double exponential curve as the
∆t increases from 35 to 1000 ms, indicating that the PPF behavior is characterized by two
phases with different relaxation time constants. The obtained data can be fitted well by the
equation PPF index = C1 exp(-∆t/τ1) + C2 exp(-∆t/τ2) + C0,[108] where C1 and C2 are
the maximum amounts of each facilitation phases and τ1 and τ2 are the time constants of the
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relaxation in each phase. The time constants τ1 and τ2 determine how fast the PPF index
decays with the increase of spike interval ∆t. The larger the value of τ1 and τ2, the slower
the decay of PPF index would be. From the device structure point of view, τ1 and τ2 are
also associated with the oxide/semiconductor interface trap states as they indicate how long
the charges can retain in these trap states. Detailed fitting equation can be found in Table
4.1. Compared with biological synapse with τ1 ≈ 50 ms and τ2 ≈ 300 ms,[121] our artificial
sSWCNT synaptic transistor resembles its biological counterpart with similar PPF behavior.
The facilitation behavior of STP was studied further beyond PPF in information processing
function of a synapse. For example, when an animal travels through different locations in
a particular environment, certain regions in its hippocampus would fire sequences of spike
discharges to the synapses to be processed.[122] The frequency of this train of spikes, usually
containing spatial information, can vary and induce different animal behaviors, indicating
filtering characteristics of the synapse. In our study, a train of spikes comprising 10 pulses
with a width of 1 ms, an amplitude of +4 V, and frequencies ranging from 5 to 100 Hz are
applied to the artificial synaptic transistor (Figure 4.3c). The EPSC yields a peak once a
pulse from the train arrives, and the amplitude gain of the EPSC is defined as the ratio
of the height of the peak after the tenth pulse (A10) and the height of the peak after the
first pulse (A1), expressed as A10/A1. Figure 4.3d shows the gain of EPSC plotted as a
function of the spike train frequency, and the result shows that the amplitude gain increases
from 3.3 to 12.5 as the frequency increases from 5 to 100 Hz, suggesting the high-pass
filtering behavior of our artificial synaptic transistor. This result is in good accordance
with simulations reported in the literature showing elevated synaptic strength (weight) with
increasing stimulus frequency.[122]
The ability of the synapse to gradually modulate its synaptic weight by periodic spikes from
presynaptic neurons can be emulated by the channel conductance-switching behavior of
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Figure 4.3: Short-term facilitation characteristics of the sSWCNT synaptic transistor. (a)
Paired-pulse facilitation measurements showing EPSC change triggered by two consecutive
pulses with a spike interval ∆t of 75 ms. A1 and A2 are the height of the peaks in EPSC upon
the arrival of the first pulse and the second pulse, respectively. (b) PPF index (defined as
A2/A1 × 100%) plotted as a function of different spike intervals. (c) EPSC change triggered
by a train of 10 pulses with a frequency of 5 Hz. A1 and A10 are the height of the peaks
in EPSC upon the arrival of the first pulse and the last pulse, respectively. (d) Amplitude
gain (defined as A10/A1 × 100%) plotted as a function of pulse train frequency showing
the high-pass filtering characteristics of the synaptic transistor. All the measurements are
conducted at |VDS| = 1.0 V.
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the artificial synaptic transistor, where the conductance of the channel can be discretely
adjusted by the presynaptic pulses and thus exhibit different analogue states.[42, 43] With
|VDS| fixed at 1 V, the value of the channel conductance, G = IDS/VDS, is equal to PSC,
thus the modulation of the conductance could be represented by the EPSC and IPSC change.
The potentiation and depression conductance modulation tests are carried out by applying
a train of 140 presynaptic spikes with a pulse width of 10 ms, a pulse period of 1 s, and a
pulse amplitude of +4 V for potentiation or -4 V for depression. Because of the outstanding
mechanical robustness of sSWCNT and the very thin (∼ 10µm) polyimide substrate used, the
sSWCNT synaptic transistors are expected to exhibit good flexibility, and thus bendability
and endurance of the synaptic transistors are also examined in this measurement. Figure
4.4a shows the potentiation and depression conductance modulations under different bending
conditions. In a relaxed state, the range of the total potentiation conductance modulation
after 140 pulses is measured to be 98.9% and and total depression conductance modulation is









The inset images in Figure 4.4a reveal the detailed view of the conductance tuning by 20
applied pulses with each small “step” of the postsynaptic current (the value of EPSC or
IPSC 1 s after the arrival of a pulse), representing a discrete analogue channel conductance
state. Compared with traditional crossbar-structured memristor with limited dynamic
range of conductance modulation,[41] the large tuning range of channel conductance of our
synaptic transistor could enhance the efficiency of neuromorphic computing when the device
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Figure 4.4: Synaptic weight modulation behavior and bending and cyclic tests of synaptic
transistor. (a) Synaptic weight modulation curves of a synaptic transistor measured at
various curvature radii. Inset: Zoomed-in view of a segment of the modulation curves with 20
cycles showing the detailed change of PSC under potentiating (top) and depressing (bottom)
presynaptic action potentials. (b) Synaptic weight modulation curves after various numbers
of bending cycles at curvature radius of 3.5 mm. All measurements are conducted at |VDS| =
1.0 V.
is implemented in the artificial neural system.[42, 49] For the flexibility tests, the modulation
curves of the device in Figure 4.4a exhibit only slight variations under potentiation and
negligible changes under depression when the sample is bent down to a curvature radii of 7.5
mm and 3.5 mm, respectively. The modulation curves exhibit similar behavior under cyclic
bending tests when the sample is repeatedly bent to a curvature radius of 3.5 mm for up to
1000 cycles, as shown in Figure 4.4b. The results demonstrate the outstanding mechanical
flexibility and robustness of the sSWCNT synaptic transistor and thus capacitate the device
for applications in soft wearable electronic systems.
In a biological synapse, the synaptic weight responds not only to the action potential from a
presynaptic neuron but also to the reflected postsynaptic action potential when the signal is
passing through the axon of the postsynaptic neuron.[123] When the time correlation of pre-
and postsynaptic spikes follows certain learning rules, a specific memory plasticity known as
spike-timing-dependent plasticity (STDP) arises and is regarded as a fundamental process to
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understand the activity-dependent development in the human brain.[107] In Figure 4.5a, the
postsynaptic spike is emulated by a ramped wave with a period of 190 ms being applied to the
drain terminal of the synaptic transistor. The postsynaptic spike starts at a baseline of +1 V,
linearly ramping up to +2 V in 90 ms, decreasing to 0 V in 10 ms, and ramping up again to
the baseline of +1 V in 90 ms. The presynaptic spikes are two 10 ms square waves adjacent
to each other and with opposite polarities (amplitude = +4 V for the first square wave and
-4 V for the second square wave). As shown in Figure 4.5a, the timeline midpoint of the pre-
Figure 4.5: Spike-time-dependent plasticity of synaptic transistor. (a) Waveforms of post-
synaptic spike and presynaptic spike. (b) Plots of parameter ζ (same value as MEP) of
synaptic transistor as a function of different presynaptic and postsynaptic time interval values
(∆tpre−post). Result shows a typical anti-Hebbian STDP behavior.
and postsynaptic spike is defined as tpre and tpost, and the spike time difference, ∆tpre−post =
tpre-tpost, is used as an indicator of the arrival time sequence of pre and postsynaptic spikes. A
negative ∆tpre−post indicates the arrival of presynaptic spike precedes the postsynaptic spike,
and a positive ∆tpre−post indicates the arrival of a presynaptic spike succeeds the postsynaptic
spike. The parameter ζ, which is defined as the MEP value of the synaptic transistor after
the activation by both the pre- and postsynaptic spikes, is adapted to characterize the STDP
behavior of the device. Figure 4.5b shows the data of ζ plotted as a function of ∆tpre−post;
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Table 4.1: Summary of fitting curve equations in synaptic behavior measurements.
Name of the
measurement Equation R2
STP (potentiation) ∆PSC = -0.290+0.0739·exp(V pre/0.843) 0.993
STP (depression) ∆PSC = 1.076-0.435·exp(−V pre/0.980) 0.998
MEP (potentiation) ∆PSC = -0.571-4.087·10−5·exp(V pre/0.345) 0.956
MEP (depression) ∆PSC = 0.392-0.174·exp(−V pre/0.841) 0.996
PPF PPF index= 3.941·107·exp(−∆t/2.835)+
363.1·exp(−∆t/45.10)+123.82
0.999
STDP (potentiation) ζ=0.610+2.350·exp(−∆tpre−post/6.22) 0.993
STDP (depression) ζ=0.266-2.819·exp(∆tpre−post/26.81) 0.990
the results indicate that positive ∆tpre−post generates potentiation in the synaptic transistor,
whereas negative ∆tpre−post generates depression. For both potentiation and depression, when
the arrival time of the pre- and postsynaptic spike are more correlated (i.e, smaller absolute
value of ∆tpre−post), greater change in synaptic weight is observed. The measured STDP
data can also be fitted with exponential functions, and the time constants are extracted to
be 6.22 ms for potentiation and 26.8 ms for depression (see Table 4.1 for detailed fitting
equations). The results exhibit a typical anti-Hebbian STDP form[107] and may be utilized
in neuromorphic networks for learning and pattern recognition.[42]
4.4 Demonstration of Neurological E-skin with FENG
and sSWCNT synaptic transistor
In the human nervous system, the tactile information is picked up by the mechanoreceptors
that reside in human skin and passed through the axon of its peripheral nerve in the form of
action potential. The action potential containing the information is relayed to the CNS, which
then signals other neuron cells or body parts to execute appropriate responses. Flexible tactile
transducers such as triboelectric nanogenerator[68] or ferroelectret nanogenerator[66] can be
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readily used to convert external force stimulus to a pulsed electrical signal without the need for
a power supply, and they exhibit behaviors that closely resemble skin mechanoreceptors. In
this study, a flexible polypropylene-based FENG device reported in our previous work is used
as the tactile transducer due to its high efficiency and biocompatibility, as shown in Figure
4.6a.[67] A mechanical input (displacement, force, pressure) generates dipole moments across
polypropylene’s thickness, creating an electric field that is compensated by the accumulation
of charge of opposite polarities at both surfaces of the material. This charge can be collected
through thin metal film contacts on the polymer surface, resulting in a small electrical
current that is proportional to the rate of change in the applied mechanical input, and
flows in opposite directions depending on the direction of the input cycle (e.g., compression/
relaxation). This unregulated electrical output pulse from the FENG needs to be regulated
using the rectifying and amplifying circuits illustrated in Figure 4.6b. In brief, the pulsed
current signal from FENG is first rectified by a p-n junction diode, which serves as a half-wave
rectifier to remove the negative component. The rectified current signal will subsequently
charge the capacitor in a RC circuit, creating an initial voltage V0 across that capacitor.
Following the zero-input response equation of a first-order RC circuit, the responsive voltage
across the capacitor can be written as v(t) = V0 exp(−t/τT ), t ≥ 0, which decays exponentially
with time constant τT = RLCL. When the discharged capacitor is recharged by subsequent
current pulses, v(t) will increase exponentially to V0 with the same τT . In this study a τT of
30 ms is set, producing a theoretical rise/fall time of 66 ms (2.2 τT ) of the voltage pulse. It
is worth noting that while the rise and fall time of the voltage pulse are mainly controlled
by τT , the period and duty cycle of that pulse are primarily controlled by the period of the
applied force to the FENG. The pulsed voltage signal from RC circuit is then sent to the
positive input terminal (VIN + ) of an instrumentation amplifier (TI INA118) and the output
of which is amplified as VOUT = G(VIN + - VIN − ), where G is the voltage gain and G = (50
kΩ/RG) + 1. The RG value in the present work of 10 kΩ results in a theoretical voltage
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Figure 4.6: Artificial electronic sensory skin with the mechanoreceptor implemented by
a FENG and its peripheral nerve implemented by a sSWCNT synaptic transistor. (a)
Photograph of a 1.2 × 1.2 cm2 flexible FENG film. Left: Pristine PPFE film. Right:
Complete FENG device with sputtered silver electrodes and PI encapsulation. (b) Schematic
of FENG and the regulating circuit. (c) Photograph of the actual regulating circuit (major
components marked in numbers with respect to circuit diagram in (b)) and the mechanical
loading test setup. (d) Output signal VOUT with and without half-wave rectification. (e)
Rectified output signal VOUT under different loading forces. (f) Instantaneous PSC change
(normalized) of a synaptic transistor under different loading forces. (g) Synaptic weight
modulation curves measured with periodical loading forces of 41.3 or 14.2 N at a frequency
of 0.67 Hz. Solid lines: Peak values of EPSC or IPSC. Background: Measured raw EPSC
and IPSC data. All synaptic behavior measurements are conducted at |VDS| = 1.0 V.
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gain of 6. The amplified pulsed voltage output (VOUT ) from the amplifier is then sent to the
gate terminal of the sSWCNT synaptic transistor as the presynaptic action potential. This
signal processing circuit avoid the impedance mismatch between the FENG and synaptic
transistor and allows the tuning of the action potential pulse through altering the period
of loading force, time constant of RC circuit, and gain of the amplifier. In Figure 4.6c, the
actual implementation of a rectifying and amplifying circuit is displayed on the left side, and
the mechanical loading test setup used for generating pulses in the FENG device is shown
on the right side. The loading force is exerted by a rubber piston with a contact area of
1.2 × 1.2 cm2 mounted on a horizontal-moving linear motor (Legato 110 syringe pump, kd
Scientific), and a PI-encapsulated FENG device (1.2 × 1.2 cm2, same area as piston head)
is mounted on the stationary scaffold with a commercial force sensor (FSR01CE, Ohmite)
placed behind the nanogenerator to precisely monitor the magnitude and frequency of the
applied forces by the motor. During the measurement, the rubber piston is carefully aligned
with the thin-film FENG and pushed toward the device with preset moving distance. Both
the VOUT and the force sensor resistance are measured by a semiconductor device analyzer
(Keysight B1500A). Figure 4.6d shows the VOUT signal with and without the rectification,
and the rectified VOUT signal will be subsequently used as presynaptic action potential pulse
for the synaptic transistor. The data show that a train of rectified positive pulses with an
average amplitude of 2.2 V, a period of 1.68 s, and a duty cycle of 56.5% is generated with
a loading force of 18.2 N and a frequency of 0.67 Hz. Additionally, the amplitude of VOUT
increases monotonically with increasing loading force, as shown in Figure 4.6e. The average
amplitude of the signal increases from 2.2 to 4.0 V as the applied force increases from 18.2
to 46.1 N with the same frequency. A small negative voltage drift (∼150 mV) of the VOUT
signal is observed due to the input offset voltage of the instrumentation amplifier (driven by
dual voltage supply of -15 and +15 V). This voltage drift can potentially be reduced using a
high-quality amplifier with better precision in our future study. It is also worth mentioning
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that the polarity of the pulse can be readily inverted by interchanging the input terminals
from VIN + to VIN − in the amplifier, which allows both potentiation and depression to be
achieved in the synaptic transistor.
Finally, the integration of the flexible FENG device with a flexible sSWCNT synaptic
transistor to emulate the behavior of a neurological electronic skin is demonstrated. Figure
4.6f shows the instantaneous synaptic weight modulation of the artificial synaptic transistor
by the force-encoded presynaptic action potentials. For STP values of potentiation and
depression, the synaptic weight changes under a force stimulus of 18.7 or 65.2 N are +8.44
or +32.62% and -25.15 or -41.17%, respectively. Similarly, for MEP values of potentiation
and depression, the synaptic weight changes under force stimulus of 18.7 or 65.2 N are +6.07
or +26.05% and -22.60 or -32.10%, respectively. The data are normalized to the baseline
PSC, which is defined as the average PSC from 0 to 5 s. The results above show that an
increased magnitude of the force stimulus perceived by FENG is transduced into greater
change in PSC and thus greater modification of synaptic weight. The history-dependent,
discrete modulation of synaptic weight under continuous stimulation has also been studied,
and the results are presented in Figure 4.6g. Trains of 100 potentiating and depressing
action potential pulses with a frequency of 0.67 Hz are generated by stimulating the FENG
with forces of 41.2 or 14.2 N and relayed to the synaptic transistor to be processed. In
Figure 4.6g, the peak values of PSC change to each potentiation or depression pulse are
sorted out and connected by a solid line to show the trend of synaptic weight modification,
with the real-time actual responses of PSC also shown in the background. The synaptic
weight responses of the transistor show gradual analogue modulation of the synaptic weight
similar to what is shown in Figure 4.4. After 100 action potential spikes from the FENG,
a total synaptic weight modification of +118.9 or +56.5% for potentiation at 41.3(±1.2)
or 14.2(±0.6) N and -72.1 or -44.3% for depression at 41.3(±1.2) or 14.2(±0.6) N can be
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observed. The variation in the loading force is due to the slight movement of the supporting
scaffold during the continuous measurement. Successfully reproducing analogue-like synaptic
weight modulation with force-encoded information further demonstrates the feasibility of
interfacing a FENG-driven circuit with a sSWCNT synaptic transistor as a sensory electronic
skin and nerve. This is a step toward the use of flexible electronic devices for neuroprosthetics
applications.
4.5 Summary
In summary, we have demonstrated a biomimicking sensory electronic skin system whose
neurological function of biological synapse is realized by a flexible sSWCNT artificial synaptic
transistor. Temporal synaptic behaviors such as STP and MEP have been demonstrated
with potentiating, depressing, or elastic action potentials at different amplitudes, widths, and
polarities. Short-term and history-dependent nature of the synaptic transistor is elaborated
by PPF, high-pass filtering characteristics, and synaptic weight modulation behavior, whereas
long-term learning and memory ability of the transistor is represented by the STDP. The
sensory function of the electronic skin is achieved using a FENG as the sensor, which
directly generates pulsed electrical signals or action potentials in response to force stimuli.
By integrating a synaptic transistor with the sensory component of the electronic skin,
tactile information containing the magnitude and activating history of the force stimuli is
successfully transduced and relayed to the presynaptic terminal of the synaptic transistor
and then processed and transmitted in the form of change in synaptic weight. By interfacing
with motor units of animal or human bodies in the future, our sensory electronic skin can
have the potential of facilitating the advancement of wearable neuromorphic applications





Sensory E-skin) Based on Flexible
Carbon Nanotube Synaptic Transistor
5.1 Introduction
For many years, the artificial intelligence has been striving to imitate and reproduce the
abilities of human brain to perform critical and sophisticated tasks such as decision-making,
reasoning and learning. These logic and cognitive functions of brain, however, is not innate
and stationary. Just as other living animals, the neural system of human being will persistently
evolve over the progression of its surrounding ecological and social environment through
physical (visual, auditory, somatosensory, etc.) contacts and interactions, which is majorly
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enabled by the human sensory system. Such evolution of human intelligence is considered
fundamentally as a memory-based process.[124] The sensory information from different sensory
receptors will be integrated, processed and memorized in the neural system, which could serve
as the key factor in implementing consequential decision, cognition, or learning/memory tasks.
Due to the special structural and functional characteristics of sensory receptors, neurons
and synapses, it is hard to faithfully emulating the biological sensory and memory nervous
systems in traditional von Neumann architecture without costing considerable computational
resources.[51] Thus, new approaches to artificial intelligence have sprung from the idea that
intelligence can emerge as much from artificial sensory-memory system consists of biomimetic
sensors and synaptic devices, as it does from artificial neural network algorithms and models.
Thanks to the advancement in microelectronic design and fabrication technologies, the
artificial sensory-memory system can even be achieved in flexible formats.[7] This means such
a sensory-memory system holds the potential of being wearable and can be considered as
E-skin with neurological functions.[125]
In human sensory system, four types of sensory receptors constitute the foundation of five
basic human senses (sight, hearing, touch, smell and taste): photoreceptors, mechanorecep-
tors, thermoreceptors and chemoreceptors.[126] Among the different categories of receptors,
photoreceptors are specialized in visual phototransduction and are concentrated around center
of the retina, whereas the mechanoreceptors are more widely distributed around the human
body. The mechanoreceptors can be found in the human skin to transduce touch, stretch
and in the ear to transduce sound. The electronic analogues of photoreceptors can be readily
implemented by photodetectors,[127, 128] or photosensitized synaptic devices.[129, 130] The
realization of electronic mechanoreceptors, on the other hand, prefers versatile device that can
transduce mechanical signal in different forms. Among the flexible artificial mechanoreceptors
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based on change of resistance,[60] change of capacitance,[9] piezoelectricity,[10] or triboelec-
tricity,[68] polypropylene-based ferroelectret nanogenerator (FENG) has been demonstrated
to be efficient in generating pulsed electrical signals in response to tactile stimuli and sound
vibrations, as described in Chapter 2, Section 2.2.
When the sensory receptors receive external stimuli, they will first transduce different forms of
physical stimuli into information-encoded, brain-interpretable electrical pulses called “action
potentials”, as shown in Figure 5.1. The action potentials will then be passed along the
axon of the neuron to central neural system to be processed. The synapse, functioning as an
essential structure between the input (pre-synaptic) neuron and the target (post-synaptic)
neuron, permits the transmission of action potentials from one neuron to another. The
synapse also possesses the ability to adjust its own strength (synaptic weight) in response to
the information contained in the input action potentials and will maintain that change of
strength even after the extinction of input. Such a behavior is generally known as “synaptic
plasticity” and it is widely accepted as one of the fundamental cellular mechanisms that
underlies the formation of memory and learning operations in human brain.[4] The structure
and behavior of the biological synapse can be emulated by synaptic transistor in which the
synaptic weight is represented by the channel conductance (G). The modification of channel
conductance in response to the pulsed gate signals can be regarded as the electronic analogue
of synaptic plasticity, which leads to the artificial synapse-like memory.
In this study, an artificial multimodal sensory-memory system (neurological sensory E-skin)
has been developed and endowed with bioreceptor-like sensory capability and synaptic-like
memory to mimic the biological sensory-memory behaviors. Three out of the five human basic
sensing abilities- touch, hearing and sight are enabled by utilizing FENG as both tactile sensor
and acoustic sensor and phototransistor as optical sensor. The physical stimuli are converted
to information-containing electrical pulses and then relayed through regulating circuits into
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Figure 5.1: Schematic illustration of biological visual, auditory and tactile sensory organs
and process of information transmission and storage through neuron and synapse (circled
and highlighted in red), in comparison with the artificial sensory-memory system consisting
of corresponding biomimetic physical sensors and artificial synaptic transistor (circled and
highlighted in blue). The schematic illustration is partially created with BioRender.com.
the artificial nervous system, represented by the flexible semiconducting single-wall carbon
nanotube (sSWCNT) synaptic thin-film transistor, to be processed and stored. The synaptic
weight response behaviors (synaptic plasticity) of the artificial synaptic transistor to single-
pulse stimulus and continuous, long-term stimuli from visual, auditory and tactile- induced
electrical pulses with different input stimulus intensities have been systematically studied
to characterize the dynamic modification profiles of the synaptic memory. Based on this
sensory-memory system, we manage to reproduce some well-known human memory and
learning models. The multi-store model of memory (Atkinson–Shiffrin memory model),
which describes the memory states transition from short-term memory to long-term memory
through rehearsal, is imitated by applying sequences of visual stimuli with different number
of repetitions and different light intensities. The classical conditioning experiment (Pavlov’s
dog’s experiment), which established the associative learning model, is also investigated by
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synergizing visual and auditory stimuli and monitoring the learning behavior of the synaptic
transistor in response to the individual and interrelated stimuli. The “brain-like” intelligence
achieved through this artificial multimodal sensory-memory system may be used for imitating
multiplex and multifunctional biological sensory and nervous system and may open up a new
avenue for constructing environment-interactive artificial intelligence.
5.2 Characterization of Sensing Components
The pulsed electrical output signals from the visual, auditory and tactile sensory circuit are
presented in Figure 5.2a, b and c, respectively. In a sensory-memory system, the sensory
transduction process can be regarded as the “pre-synaptic” process. The electrical pulses
generated from these sensory circuits will eventually be relayed to the artificial synapse to be
processed, thus these electrical pulses (action potentials) can also be called pre-synaptic pulses
(Vpre). As shown in Figure 5.1, these sensory circuits are analogous to the photoreceptors
and mechanoreceptors in biological sensory organs such as eye, ear, and skin. According to
the types of input signal, the output Vpre can be categorized into visual Vpre, auditory Vpre
and tactile Vpre.
5.2.1 Optical Sensor
As illustrated in the inset of Figure 5.2a, a periodical sequence of light pulses representing
the visual stimuli can be transduced into the corresponding sequence of visual Vpre through
an ambient-light phototransistor and the regulating circuit-A (circuit diagram in Figure 5.3a).
The pulsed signals originate from Keysight 33510B waveform generator and are sent to a
white light LED (Ø=5 mm, US-EL-CP-010, ELEGOO) to generated pulsed visual stimuli.
The ambient light phototransistor (Ø=5 mm, ALS-PT243-3C/L177, EVERLIGHT) is placed
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43 mm away from the LED to transduce the visual stimuli, a photometer (1330B-V Digital
Light Meter, DR. METER) is placed at the same position as the phototransistor to monitor
the input light intensities of the visual stimuli. The visual pre-synaptic pulses are measured
and recorded by an oscilloscope (Analog Discovery 2, DIGILENT) at sample rate of 400 Hz.
The detailed diagrams of phototransistor are shown in Figure 5.3b and 3c, and the details
the visual Vpre are summarized in Table 5.1.
Figure 5.2: Transduction characterizations of the multimodal sensory system. Potentiation
(positive) and depression (negative) pre-synaptic pulses (Vpre) induced by (a) visual stimuli,
(b) auditory stimuli, and (c) tactile stimuli. Inset of each figure: simplified illustration of
the corresponding transduction process. (d) Plot of the amplitudes of visual Vpre versus the
light intensities of input visual stimuli. (e) Plot of the amplitudes of auditory Vpre versus the
SPLs of input auditory stimuli. (f) Plot of the amplitudes of tactile Vpre versus the forces
of input tactile stimuli. In panels d-f, the dashed lines represent the fitting curve with the
fitting equations shown in Table 5.1.
For biomimetic synaptic weight modulation, both potentiation pulses (pulses that cause
the increase of the synaptic weight) and depression pulses (pulses that cause decrease of
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the synaptic weight) are required, and this potentiation-depression pulses pair are usually
represented by electrical pulses with opposite polarities. This can be realized by interchanging
the output terminals of the regulating circuit-A through a switch, whereas for integrated
optoelectronic synaptic device, a combination of light pulses and electrical pulses are often
required to achieve the bidirectional synaptic weight modulation.[131] In this study, the
potentiation pulse is represented by a positive pulse while the depression pulse is represented
by a negative pulse. Figure 5.2a shows that near-symmetrical potentiation and depression
pulses are generated successfully under the same light intensity of visual stimuli, which
will be crucial for achieving symmetrical long-term plasticity profile in synaptic devices.[43]
Moreover, Figure 5.2a also shows that visual stimuli with greater incident light intensity
result in visual Vpre with greater amplitude. The amplitude of visual Vpre is increased from 2.3
V to 7.1 V when the light intensity is increased from 230 cd·m−2 to 672 cd·m−2, suggesting
a positive correlation of the input light stimuli and the generated electrical signals. This
positive correlation is further quantified by plotting the visual Vpre amplitudes as a function
of incident light intensities in Figure 5.2d. The data can be well fitted by a linear curve, and
the detailed fitting equation can be found in Table 5.1. This positive and linear correlation
between the incident light intensity and visual Vpre amplitude can be explained by the linear
relationship between photocurrent and light intensity (Figure 5.3d).
5.2.2 Acoustic and Tactile Sensor
The flexible FENG sensors are made from PPFE films. The PPFE film (80 µm in thickness,
Emfit Corporation) is sputter-coated with Ag film (500 nm, Hummer X, Anatech Inc) on
each side. After the deposition of the two Ag electrodes, they are wired out through copper
wires and tapes. For the acoustic sensor application, only the Ag electrode- copper wire
connection area is covered with polyimide film (20 µm, Kapton) as protection layer. For the
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Figure 5.3: (a) Schematic illustration of the visual sensory-memory system circuit. (b)
Photograph of the ambient-light phototransistor. Top: side view, bottom: top view. (c) Top
view microscopic image of the phototransistor core. (d) Photocurrent-input light intensity
characteristic curve.
force sensor application, the whole FENG device is encapsulated by the polyimide film as
protection layer.
The transduction of auditory stimuli and tactile stimuli are enabled by utilizing the same
flexible polypropylene-based ferroelectret nanogenerators (FENG), but in different form
factors and operating modes. When external mechanical perturbations are applied along the
perpendicular direction to the FENG’s surface, the perturbations will induce a change of
internal dipole moments in the FENG, altering the electrical field distribution within the
film and producing free charges at the surface electrodes, which eventually give rise to the
output electrical signals. The inset of Figure 5.2b shows the schematic illustration of the
acoustic signal transduction, where the FENG operates in a “freestanding” mode with only
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the four edges of the FENG fixed in a frame to allow free vibration of the film. In contrast,
for transduction of tactile inputs, the FENG operates in a “blocked” mode with one side of
the FENG firmly supported by a rigid substrate (inset of Figure 5.2c).
Figure 5.4: (a) Schematic illustration of the auditory sensory-memory system circuit. (b)
Photograph of the FENG as acoustic sensor (before mounting on the scaffold). (c) Photograph
of the FENG as acoustic sensor on the scaffold. (d) Sound vibration transduction test of
FENG as acoustic sensor.
Apart from the difference in operation modes, because the pressure induced by an acoustic
signal is generally much lower compared to tactile stimulus, FENG with a larger effective
area of 4 × 5 cm2 (optical image in Figure 5.4b) and regulating circuit-B (circuit diagram in
Figure 5.4a) with a much higher gain of 200 are needed to transduce and amplify the auditory
stimulus. In contrast, for handling the tactile stimulus, FENG device with an effective area
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Figure 5.5: (a) Schematic illustration of the tactile sensory-memory system circuit. (b)
Photograph of the FENG as tactile sensor. (c) Photograph of the mechanical loading test
setup. (d) Calibration curve and fitting equation of the resistance change-based commercial
force sensor (Ø=0.5”, force sensing resistor, POLOLU). Inset: photograph of the commercial
force sensor.
of 1.2 × 1.2 cm2 (optical image in Figure 5.5b) and regulating circuit-C (circuit diagram
in Figure 5.5a) with a moderate gain of 11 are used. To further demonstrate the ability of
FENG to transform small auditory vibrations into noticeable electrical signals, as shown
in the Figure 5.4d, sinusoidal sound wave with frequency of 1 kHz, sound pressure level
(SPL) of 102 dB is generated by a loudspeaker and then delivered to the FENG. The pristine
transduced electrical signal shows the same frequency of 1 kHz as the input sound wave and
Vpp of near 20 mV. After amplification, the waveform retains the frequency and shows an
amplified Vpp of near 4 V, which confirms the transduction and amplification fidelity of the
acoustic FENG sensor and circuit.
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For auditory stimulus generation and detection, the pulsed signals originate from the Keysight
33510B waveform generator and are sent to a loudspeaker (Ø=3”, HiFi full-range, DROK)
to generated pulsed auditory stimuli. The FENG film is attached to a scaffold (as shown
in Figure 5.4c) with an open window and aligned with the center of the loudspeaker and is
placed 2 cm away from the loudspeaker. A decibel meter (HT-80A Decibel Meter, RISEPRO)
is placed at the same position as the FENG to monitor the input SPLs of the auditory
stimuli. The auditory pre-synaptic pulses are measured and recorded by an oscilloscope
(Analog Discovery 2, DIGILENT) at sample rate of 800 Hz. For tactile stimulus generation
and detection, The PI-encapsulated FENG is mounted on a fixed scaffold and is aligned
with a rubber piston mounted on a linear motor (Legato 110 syringe pump, kd Scientific).
The loading test setup is shown in Figure 5.5c. During the experiment, the rubber piston
will be brought in contact with the FENG periodically with preset frequency and moving
distance, generating pulsed compressive tactile stimuli. A commercial force sensor (Ø=0.5”,
force sensing resistor, POLOLU, shown in Figure 5.5d) is placed in tandem with the FENG
to measure the magnitude of the applied force. The tactile pre-synaptic pulses are measured
and recorded by an oscilloscope (Analog Discovery 2, DIGILENT) at sample rate of 400 Hz.
As illustrated in the inset of Figure 5.2b and c, periodical acoustic pulses with different SPLs
are used as the input auditory stimuli and periodical compression with different levels of
applied force are used as the input tactile stimuli, respectively. Similar to visual Vpre in
Figure 5.2a, near-symmetrical potentiation and depression pulses with opposite polarities
can also be generated with both auditory and tactile stimuli as shown in Figure 5.2b and c.
Figure 5.2b and c also show monotonic increase in generated electrical signals for auditory
and tactile stimuli with increasing intensity. Specifically, the amplitude of generated auditory
Vpre increases from 2.6 V to 6.0 V when the SPL is increased from 68.0 dB to 72.4 dB and
the amplitude of tactile Vpre increases from 3.1 V to 5.4 V when the force is increased from
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Table 5.1: Summary of multimodal generation process of physical stimuli, characterizations
of Vpre, polarity switching methods of Vpre and Vpre amplitude- stimulus intensity fitting
equations.
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17.1 N to 66.4 N. The amplitudes of auditory Vpre as a function of SPLs can be fitted with a
polynomial curve (Figure 5.2e) and the amplitudes of tactile Vpre as a function of the applied
forces can be fitted with a linear curve (Figure 5.2f). More details about the auditory and
tactile Vpre and the fitting equations can be found in Table 5.1.
5.3 Synaptic Response Measurement of The Synaptic Tran-
sistor
As illustrated in Figure 5.1, after the action potentials are generated by the input sensory
circuits, in order to mimic the behavior of the biological synapses, flexible sSWCNT artificial
synaptic transistors developed and reported in our previous work have been utilized.[125]
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The optical and microscopic images of the transistor are shown in Figure 5.6a and b. The
hysteretic transfer characteristics of the transistors that are caused by the charge trap states
at the interface between the carbon nanotube and the gate oxide,[125] which lead to the
synaptic behavior are presented in Figure 5.6c. The gate terminal of the synaptic transistor is
Figure 5.6: (a) Photograph of flexible sSWCNT synaptic transistors on polyimide substrate.
(b) Microscopic image of a representative synaptic transistor with channel length (L) of 10
µm and channel length (W ) of 200 µm. (c) Bi-directional transfer curves (IDS-VGS) of the
synaptic transistor showing the levels of hysteresis under different ranges of VGS sweeping.
treated as the pre-synaptic neuron and the drain terminal is treated as post-synaptic neuron.
With the drain-to-source voltage (VDS) fixed at a constant value of -1 V, the synaptic weight
of the synaptic transistor can be represented by either the drain-to-source current (IDS) or
the channel conductance (G). When a positive gate pulse is applied to the synaptic transistor,
the channel conductance increases immediately and this enhancement in conductance will
be maintained after the gate pulse is off. This is known as potentiation. Similarly, when a
negative gate pulse is applied to the synaptic transistor, the channel conductance decreases
immediately and this degeneration will also be maintained after the gate pulse is off. This is
known as depression. The changes of synaptic weight in response to different electrical pulse
activations are collectively called “synaptic plasticity”.
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5.3.1 Single-Pulse Plasticity Measurement
Figure 5.7a, b and c show the synaptic plasticity of the sSWCNT synaptic transistor in
response to a single potentiation Vpre and depression Vpre with different stimulating intensities
from visual, auditory and tactile stimulus, respectively. Before the measurements, the baselines
of the channel conductance for potentiation tests are initiated to stable low conductance
states (G < 10 µS) through negative gate pulses tuning and the baselines of the channel
conductance for depression tests are initiated to stable high conductance states (G > 60 µS)
through positive gate pulses tuning. After the application of single pulse, it can be seen clearly
that the potentiation (positive) pulse leads to an increase in channel conductance while the
depression (negative) pulse leads to a decrease in channel conductance. This phenomenon is in
accordance with our previous report and confirms that positive Vpre will lead to potentiation
while negative Vpre will lead to depression.[125] Furthermore, in order to study the synaptic
plasticity of the synaptic transistor to the input stimulus intensity, for the same set of tests
where the polarities and categories of pre-synaptic pulses are the same but only intensities
are different, the baselines of the channel conductance are initiated at the same value before
the measurements. The results in Figure 5.7a, b and c show that the physical stimulus
with higher intensity can lead to greater channel conductance change, thus larger synaptic
plasticity, suggesting the successful signal transmission between multimodal sensory inputs
and the sSWCNT artificial synaptic transistor. In this study, the maximum conductance
change in 20 s after the input pulse, noted as the ∆Gpeak, is utilized to characterize the
short-term plasticity of the synaptic transistor, whereas the average conductance change
between 60 s and 80 s after the input pulse, noted as ∆Gmem, is utilized to characterize the
retention of the plasticity, which can also be seen as the “memory” of the synaptic transistor.
Figure 5.7a shows |∆Gpeak| increases from 13.4 µS to 40.7 µS for potentiation and from 4.38
µS to 42.42 µS for depression when input light intensity increases from 230 cd·m−2 to 672
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Figure 5.7: Single-pulse plasticity and long-term plasticity characteristics of the artificial
synaptic transistor. (a-c) Single-pulse plasticity curves of synaptic transistor in response to
a single potentiation or depression pre-synaptic pulse induced by (a) visual stimulus, (b)
auditory stimulus, and (c) tactile stimulus with various stimulation intensities. (d-f) Long-
term plasticity profiles of the synaptic transistor in response to a sequence of potentiation
and depression pre-synaptic pulses (100 each for potentiation and depression) generated
from (d) periodic visual stimuli with different light intensities. Inset: detailed time-domain
conductance response curve (2nd to 11th pulse with a light intensity of 469 cd·m−2); (e)
periodic auditory stimuli with different SPLs. Inset: detailed time-domain conductance
response curve (2nd to 12th pulse with a SPL level of 70.5 dB); (c) periodic tactile stimuli
with different values of force. (g-i) Repeatability and endurance tests of synaptic transistor
in response to extended period of (g) visual Vpre, (h) auditory Vpre, and (i) tactile Vpre.
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cd·m−2. The corresponding |∆Gmem| also increases from 12.0 µS to 32.4 µS for potentiation
and 5.27 µS to 36.4 µS for depression, which indicates a positive correlation of ∆Gpeak and
∆Gmem with the incident light intensity. Similar phenomena can also be observed in Figure
5.7b for auditory stimulus and Figure 5.7c for tactile stimulus. The detailed values of ∆Gpeak
and ∆Gmem, as well as the retention rate, which is defined as (∆Gpeak /∆Gmem) × 100 %,
for all three kinds of physical stimuli are plotted in Figure 5.8 and summarized in Table 5.2.
The results show that for all forms (visual, auditory, tactile) and intensities of the physical
stimuli studied, over 80% for the retention rate of the single pulse plasticity can be achieved,
suggesting a good synapse-like memorization behavior of the synaptic transistor.
5.3.2 Long-Term Plasticity Measurement
While memory can be regarded as the foundation of human intelligence, the perceptual
capability of human can be further enhanced through practice or training, that is, the
repetition of external stimuli in a periodic way and thus perceptual learning is enabled. In
artificial sensory-memory system, such learning behavior can be preliminary characterized by
the long-term plasticity measurement, which is conducted by applying sequences of periodical
potentiation and depression presynaptic pulses to the synaptic device and monitoring the
modulation of channel conductance with respect to each of the input Vpre. Figure 5.7d, e
and f show the long-term plasticity curves of the synaptic transistor with one hundred visual,
auditory, tactile potentiation and depression Vpre, respectively, and the inset of the Figure
5.7d and e show the detailed time-domain modulation curve of the synaptic transistor by
visual and auditory Vpre. In the measurement, the intensity of the input physical stimuli has
also been varied to study the change of long-term plasticity profile under different stimulation
conditions. In Figure 5.7d, e and f, the channel conductance starts from its minimum value
(Gmin) and then reaches the maximum value (Gmax) after the potentiation Vpre sequence
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and gradually fall back to close to Gmin after the depression Vpre sequence, suggesting a
symmetrical conductance modulation profile for potentiation and depression. In Figure 5.7d,
for input visual stimuli with light intensity of 672 cd·m−2, 469 cd·m−2 and 230 cd·m−2, the
conductance modulation range (Gmax-Gmin) is 123.2 µS, 81.6 µS, and 11.3 µS, respectively,
and the on/off ratio (Gmax/Gmin) is 131.2, 7.07 and 1.24, respectively. For long-term plasticity
measurements with auditory and tactile stimulation, the results are similar to the visual
stimulation above and the detailed data for (Gmax-Gmin) and (Gmax/Gmin) are summarized in
Table 5.2. From the results above, it is clear that the Vpre sequences with different stimulation
intensities are perceived as distinct long-term plasticity profiles by the sensory-memory system.
The high-intensity long-term stimuli result in wide-range, swift tuning of the conductance
with the modulation value of each step being large, whereas the low-intensity long-term
stimuli show a small-range, delicate tuning profile, with the modulation value of each step
being small. For potential applications in a neurorobotic system, one can utilize the change
in synaptic weight (G or IDS) of the controlling synaptic device to trigger movement of the
actuator, thus different biomimetic locomotion can be enabled.[52, 59, 132, 133] By potentially
interfacing the sensory-memory system with neurorobotic actuating component, the distinct
long-term plasticity profiles can be further utilized to enable different modes of actuation. As
an example, according to Figure 5.7d, in order to achieve similar conductance tuning range
from approximately 45 µS to 55 µS, one may choose to use high intensity light stimulus
(672 cd·m−2) to accomplish the conductance modulation from 46.53 to 55.97 µS (∆G=9.44
µS) with only one step (one light pulse) in the “swift mode”; or use moderate intensity light
stimulus (469 cd·m−2) to modulate the conductance from 46.80 µS to 56.44 µS, (∆G=9.81
µS) within two steps (two light pulses) in the “coarse mode”. Such swift or coarse mode
operation can lead to fast response and large movement of the actuator. With low intensity
light stimulus (230 cd·m−2), the system operates in the “fine mode” and a much more subtle
adjustment of the conductance can be achieved. This allows 50 discrete conductance states
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or 50 steps to be established within the conductance range of 46.80 µS to 56.44 µS (∆G=9.64
µS), which may empower the actuator to perform slower but more intricate motion or gesture.
Figure 5.8: (a) Plots of conductance plasticity ∆Gpeak and ∆Gmem induced by visual, auditory
and tactile stimulus under different stimulating intensities. (b) Plots of retention rate (∆Gpeak
/∆Gmem× 100 %) of visual, auditory and tactile stimulus- induced plasticity. (c) Plots of
conductance modulation range (Gmax-Gmin) and on/off ratio (Gmax/Gmin) in long-term
plasticity measurements with periodical visual, auditory and tactile stimuli under different
stimulating intensities. Detailed values of ∆Gpeak, ∆Gmem, retention rate, Gmax-Gmin, and
Gmax/Gmin are summarized in Table 5.2 below.
5.3.3 Flexibility and Stability Test
To further examine the electrical stability and endurance of the synaptic transistor to the
Vpre, the long-term plasticity measurement is repeated for 6 cycles and the plasticity profiles
of visual, auditory and tactile stimuli are shown in Figure 3g, 3h and 3i, respectively. After
the initial cycle, the plasticity curves are stabilized and show only slight cycle-to-cycle
variations, suggesting a high modulation uniformity and operating stability of the artificial
sensory-memory system. Due to the very thin polyimide substrate (∼ 10µm) used and the
mechanical robustness of the sSWCNT networks,[33] the long-term plasticity tests have also
been successfully conducted with the synaptic transistor bent to a curvature radius of 7.5
mm. As illustrated in Figure 5.9a and b, the conductance modulation curves of auditory
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Table 5.2: Summary of ∆Gpeak, ∆Gmem, retention rate, Gmax-Gmin, and Gmax/Gmin values
in Figure 5.8.























potentiation 40.74 24.62 13.36 37.54 24.28 8.62 40.54 22.16 14.31
∆Gmem(µS)-
potentiation 32.45 19.83 12.02 31.31 21.65 9.71 36.51 20.95 14.441
Retention rate(%)
-potentiation 79.65 80.55 89.94 83.42 89.16 112.75 90.05 94.54 100.92
∆Gpeak(µS)-
depression -41.42 -14.50 -4.38 -60.54 -18.89 -3.15 -26.22 -13.77 -4.61
∆Gmem(µS)-
depression -36.45 -14.53 -5.27 -51.60 -18.28 -4.09 -24.92 -14.05 -5.75
Retention rate(%)






















Gmax-Gmin(µS) 123.25 81.61 11.31 106.19 69.99 10.97 72.00 47.73 14.09
Gmax/Gmin(µS) 131.19 7.07 1.24 500.17 5.90 1.24 25.83 3.48 1.34
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stimuli and visual stimuli exhibit only slight variations under bending state compared with
relaxed state, which demonstrates the outstanding mechanical flexibility of the synaptic
transistor and it may enable the potential application of the sensory-memory system in
wearable electronics.
Figure 5.9: Conductance modulation curves of flexible sSWCNT synaptic transistors measured
under relaxed state and bent state (curvature radius: 7.5 mm) with (a) periodical auditory
stimuli. Inset: schematic illustration of flexibility test setup. (b) periodical visual stimuli.
5.4 Psychological Model Implementation
Beyond purely emulating the biological sensory and synaptic behaviors, the artificial neu-
rological sensory-memory system may also be useful in implementing psychological models
related to the human memory and learning process and behavior
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5.4.1 Implementation of "Atkinson-Shiffrin model"
The multi-store model (Atkinson-Shiffrin model) is an explanation of human memory proposed
by Atkinson and Shiffrin in 1968.[134] As shown in Figure 5.10a, human memory is considered
to be composed of information being stored in three separate memory stages. The information
detected by the sensory receptors firstly enters the sensory register to be stored for a very
short period of time, then if attention is paid, the information in sensory register will be
transferred to short-term memory (STM) for temporary memory storage, which typically
has a duration of a few seconds. Through an elaborative rehearsal of the input information,
the STM can be further transferred into a more long-live memory called long-term memory
(LTM), and the probability of this STM-LTM conversion can be positively linked to the
number of rehearsal repetitions.[135]
In the artificial neurological sensory-memory system, the loss of the memory (or the event of
“forgetting”) is defined as the decaying of the conductance below a certain threshold. The
time span between the end of the input stimulus and the “forgetting” point is defined as the
memory time (∆tmem) and is going to be used to indicate the retention ability of the memory
thus to differentiate the STM and LTM. Figure 5.10b illustrates the conductance change of
the synaptic transistor in response to 20, 50, and 100 visual potentiation pulses, respectively,
where the light intensity, pulse width and period are set as 469 cd·m−2, 10 ms and 1 s,
for all three pulse sequences. A conductance of 75 µS is set as the “forgetting” threshold.
For memory formed with 20 visual stimulation pulses, the conductance decays below the
threshold within just a few seconds, yields a ∆tmem = 3.35 s, which can be classified as the
STM. In contrast, for memory with 50 stimulation pulses, which corresponds to an increase
in repetition of the rehearsal of the stimulus, the ∆tmem increases significantly to 83.4 s. For
100 pulses of stimulation, ∆tmem >100 s is achieved, which can be regarded as LTM. Apart
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Figure 5.10: Electronic implementation of the multi-store model- “Atkinson-Shiffrin model”
of human memory by the neurological sensory-memory system. (a) The psychological model
proposed by Atkinson and Shiffrin illustrating the short-term memory (STM) to long-term
memory (LTM) transition in human brain. (b) Illustration of imitating STM to LTM
transition through rehearsal by repeated visual stimuli. (c) Illustration of promoting STM to
LTM transition through increased intensity of visual stimuli.
from the study of STM to LTM conversion through rehearsal, we also studied the effect of the
stimulation intensity on this conversion. Figure 5.10c shows the conductance change of the
synaptic transistor in response to 20 visual potentiation pulses with various light intensity of
672 cd·m−2, 469 cd·m−2, and 230 cd·m−2, respectively. For the same conductance threshold
of 75 µS, LTM with ∆tmem > 80 s is obtained with 672 cd·m−2 light stimuli, while STM
with ∆tmem = 3.35 s is obtained with 469 cd·m−2 light stimuli. For low intensity stimulation
with 230 cd·m−2, the conductance fails to reach the threshold, leads to essentially ∆tmem = 0.
In Atkinson-Shiffrin model, information can only be transferred to the STM when sufficient
attention is given to it, otherwise it is forgotten. Therefore, stimulation with greater intensity
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facilitates the process of sensory register to STM transition by increasing the attention level,
subsequently enhances the information retention time in short-term memory and finally
results in the increasing of the probability of STM to LTM transformation.
5.4.2 Implementation of “Pavlov’s dog’s experiment”
The classical conditioning, represented by the experiment famously known as “Pavlov’s
dog’s experiment”, is illustrated in Figure 5.11a. The experiment describes an associative
learning process in biological brain, which occurs when a neutral/conditioned stimulus is
accompanied with an unconditioned stimulus. The unconditioned stimulus to an animal
is usually physiologic and innate (e.g. the appearance of the food), and it will trigger an
unconditioned response (e.g. salivation) without the necessity of learning. The conditioned
stimulus, on the other hand, is a neutral stimulus (e.g. the sound of a ringing bell) in
the first place. When the neutral stimulus is coupled with the unconditioned stimulus
and after the neutral-unconditioned stimuli pair is repeated, the neutral stimulus alone
can elicit response, which is called conditioned response, and the neutral stimulus is thus
transformed into conditioned stimulus. In contrast to the rise of unconditioned response
to unconditioned stimulus, the acquirement of conditioned response requires associative
learning. In the Pavlov’s dog’s experiment, the unconditioned stimulus is represented by the
appearance of the food (mainly visual stimulus), which will then cause the dog to salivate
even without any training. The sound from a ringing bell (mainly auditory stimulus) is
initially considered as a neutral stimulus since it does not elicit salivation in the first place.
During conditioning process, the food is repeatedly presented to the dog after the ringing
of a bell. After the conditioning process, the sound of the bell is converted to conditioned
stimulus and the dog have learned to salivate even when it only hears the sound from a bell.
The successful activating of the conditioned response suggests that an association has been
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successfully built between the conditioned stimulus and unconditional stimulus in the animal
brain by learning. The artificial sensory-memory system provides a biomimicking approach
to closely emulate the conditioning processes in Pavlov’s dog’s experiment. Thanks to the
ability of the multimodal physical signal detection and processing, the visual Vpre can be
treated as the dog’s neuron-level sensory unconditioned response of the appearance of the
“food”, which is regarded as the unconditioned stimulus, whereas the auditory Vpre can be
treated as neuron-level sensory conditioned response of the “ringing bell”, which transits from
neutral stimulus to conditioned stimulus after conditioning. The artificial synaptic transistor
is considered as the synapse in the dog’s brain and will convert the sensory responses to
synaptic responses. As illustrated in Figure 5.11b, a visual Vpre sequence comprising 10
pulses with a pulse amplitude of 5 V, a pulse width of 10 ms and a period of 100 ms, is
designed to be the sensory responses of unconditioned stimuli, while an auditory Vpre sequence
comprising 10 pulses with a pulse amplitude of 2.5 V, a pulse width of 10 ms and a period of
100 ms is designed to be the sensory responses of neutral/conditioned stimuli. During one
training cycle, the visual Vpre and auditory Vpre in the sequence are applied alternately with
an interval of 50 ms. The experimental results of the actual presynaptic pulses induced by
visual and auditory stimuli are shown in the bottom panel of Figure 5.11b and they exhibit
close resemblance with the designed ones, indicating a successful realization of designed Vpre
in the artificial sensory-memory system. Figure 5.11c shows the comprehensive process of
emulating the Pavlov’s dog’s experiment in the artificial sensory-memory system in response
to actual physical stimuli. In the experiment, the “salivation” threshold is defined as a channel
conductance of 54 µS. When the channel conductance reaches above this threshold, the dog
is assumed to obtain the ability to salivate to the input stimuli. Before training, the neutral
stimuli (auditory stimuli) result in small conductance responses that fall below the threshold,
whereas the unconditioned stimuli (visual stimuli) induce significant conductance responses
that exceed the salivation threshold (“Before training” phase in Figure 5.11c). During the
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training process, a total of 6 cycles of training sequences are applied, and the conductance
responses profile suggests that an association of the neutral stimuli and unconditioned stimuli
is being established. A detailed view of the conductance responses profile during the third
training cycle is shown in the inset of the “Training” phase plot. After training is completed,
due to the synaptic memory which the transistor acquired during the training process, the
synaptic transistor can reach above the “salivation” threshold when the auditory stimuli
are given alone without the existence of visual stimuli. This phenomenon suggests that
correlation of the neutral stimuli and unconditioned stimuli has been built which leads to
the transition of the neutral stimuli to the conditioned stimuli by successfully triggering
the conditioned responses. It is also worth noting that the conditioned responses are less
permanent than unconditioned responses. In the “After training” phase, the conditioned
conductance responses induced by conditioned (auditory) stimuli gradually decay over an
extended period of time and eventually drop below the “salivation” threshold after 21 hr,
which indicate that the conditioned stimuli have transited back to neutral stimuli. This can
be understood as the conditioned response and the neutral stimulus-conditioned stimulus
conversion and association are obtained by learning and memory, and the memory can fade
over time if it is not rehearsed according to the Atkinson-Shiffrin model. However, the neutral
stimulus-conditioned stimulus association can always be rebuilt, or even strengthened, by
additional retraining.
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Figure 5.11: Electronic implementation of the classical conditioning experiment- “Pavlov’s
dog’s experiment” by the multimodal neurological sensory-memory system. (a) Schematic
illustration of practical Pavlov’s dog’s experiment. (b) Theoretical and experimental visual
and auditory pre-synaptic pulses that are applied to the synaptic transistor to simulate
the sensory responses of auditory stimuli (“bell” signals) and visual stimuli (“food” signals)
in biological Pavlov’s dog’s experiment. (c) Complete associative learning simulation with
profiles of sensory responses of visual stimuli (unconditioned stimuli, US) and auditory stimuli
(neutral/conditioned stimuli, NS/CS) and the corresponding synaptic transistor’s channel
conductance responses profile. Inset: detailed view of the channel conductance responses
profile during the 3rd training cycle.
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5.5 Summary
In summary, we have presented a multimodal artificial sensory-memory system (neurological
sensory E-skin) that possesses the bio-mimicking sensory transduction and neurological,
synapse-like information processing and memorizing capabilities. Successful transduction of
visual, auditory and tactile stimuli into pulsed, information-containing electrical pre-synaptic
pulses has been achieved through sensors such as phototransistor and FENG in acoustic
sensor mode and force sensor mode. The synaptic plasticity of the flexible sSWCNT artificial
synaptic transistor has been studied by inducing single-pulse plasticity and long-term plasticity
with single and sequence of pre-synaptic pulses included by actual physical stimuli. The
synapse-like processing and memory behavior, tunable long-term synaptic plasticity profile
and cycle-to-cycle modulation stability have all been demonstrated. Empowered by this
artificial sensory-memory system, electronic analogues of two famous psychological models
and experiments of brain memory and learning are implemented. The “multi-store model”
shows the STM to LTM transition with increased light-stimuli rehearsal and intensity. A bio-
plausible classical conditioning experiment- “Pavlov’s dog’s experiment”, is also successfully
implemented by integrating actual visual stimuli (physical representation of the image of “food”)
and actual auditory stimuli (physical representation of the sound of “bell”) in the synaptic
transistor to enable the imitation of associative learning behavior. The multimodal artificial
sensory-memory system demonstrated in this study can potentially widen the application
scenario of the artificial intelligence by introducing environment-interactive functions and
may also find applications in the fields such as cyborg systems and neuroprosthetics.
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Chapter 6
Summary and Future Works
6.1 Summary
In this thesis, we have demonstrated our research on design, fabrication, characterization
and integration of novel flexible electronic devices, such as transistors and sensors, to realize
biomimetic E-skin with neurological and multiple sensing functions.
Among the many novel active sensors and energy devices being explored for E-skin, the
polypropylene-base FENG has caught the eyes due to its small thickness, flexibility and large
electromechanical transformation efficiency. It has been predicted as the suitable candidate
for self-powered, multifuncational mechancial sensors and has been successfully implemented
later in the neurological E-skin research. TENG made from intrinsically stretchable materials
also has a great potential to meet requirements of being both soft and efficient. We have
presented a lithography-free and low-cost TENG device comprising a porous-structured
PDMS layer and a stretchable PEDOT:PSS electrode. The porous PDMS structure is formed
by using self-assembled polystyrene beads as the sacrificial template and it is highly ordered
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with great uniformity and high structural stability under compression force. Moreover, the
porous PDMS TENG has exhibited improved output voltage and current of 1.65 V and 0.54
nA compared to its counterpart with non-porous PDMS with 0.66 V and 0.34 nA. The effect
of different loading force and frequency on the output response of the TENG device has
also been studied. This work could shed light on diverse structural modification methods
for improving the performance of PDMS-based TENG and the development of intrinsically
stretchable TENG for wearable device applications.
Semiconducting single-wall carbon nanotubes (sSWCNTs) have been widely used as the
channel material for high-performance printed flexible thin-film transistors (TFTs). We have
studied the microfabricated sSWCNTs TFTs on polyimide substrate and the experimental
results have showen that the TFTs are suitable for sensor control in active matrix backplane
and for neuromorphic applications. Then, we have demonstrated fully printed dual-gate
sSWCNT TFTs that exhibit almost symmetric ambipolar characteristics. With the applied
control gate voltage varying from -60 to +60 V, a threshold voltage tuning range of 27 V has
been achieved, allowing the device to be effectively tuned into either predominantly p-type or
predominantly n-type. The tunable ambipolar characteristics are found to be very stable
over a long period of time (4 months). By integrating two printed dual-gate TFTs biased
with different control gate voltages, a complementary metal oxide semiconductor inverter
with close to rail-to-rail output voltage swing has been demonstrated. The use of a dual-gate
structure for achieving n-type printed carbon nanotube TFTs is much more controllable and
repeatable compared to other methods such as chemical doping. Our work have shown the
feasibility of implementing more sophisticated complementary logic circuits using printed
flexible carbon nanotube transistors.
While there have already been many reports on artificial synaptic transistors implemented on
rigid substrates, the use of flexible devices could potentially enable an even broader range of
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applications. In this work, we have reported artificial synaptic TFTs built on an ultrathin
flexible substrate using high carrier mobility sSWCNTs. The synaptic characteristics of
the flexible synaptic transistor including short-term/memory plasticity, spike-amplitude-
dependent plasticity, spike-width-dependent plasticity, paired-pulse facilitation, and spike-
time-dependent plasticity have all been systematically characterized. Furthermore, we have
demonstrated a flexible force-sensing neurological electronic skin and its peripheral nerve with a
FENG serving as the sensory mechanoreceptor that generates action potentials to be processed
and transmitted by the artificial synapse. In such force-sensing neurological electronic skin,
the flexible FENG sensor converts the tactile input (magnitude and frequency of force) into
presynaptic action potential pulses, which are then passed to the gate of the synaptic transistor
to induce change in its postsynaptic current, mimicking the modulation of synaptic weight in
a biological synapse. The demonstrated prototype force-sensing neurological electronic skin
closely imitates the behavior of actual human skin, and it allows for instantaneous detection
of force stimuli and offers biological synapse-like behavior to relay the stimulus signals to
the next stage. The flexible sensory skin could potentially be used to interface with skeletal
muscle fibers for applications in neuroprosthetic devices.
Finally, the aforementioned prototype force-sensing neurological electronic skin has been
expanded to a multimodal artificial sensory-memory system consists of photosensor, FENG-
based mechanical sensors and flexible carbon nanotube synaptic transistor that possesses
biomimetic visual, auditory and tactile sensing capabilities and synapse-like signal processing
and memorizing behaviors. The transduction of physical signals into information-containing,
pre-synaptic action potentials and the synaptic plasticity of the transistor in response to
single and long-term action potential excitations have been systematically characterized, and
the bioreceptor-like sensing and synapse-like memorizing behaviors have been demonstrated.
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Based on the memory and learning characteristics of the sensory-memory system, the well-
known psychological model describing human memory- “multi-store memory” model and the
classical conditioning experiment that demonstrates the associative learning of brain- “Pavlov’s
dog’s experiment”, have both been electronically implemented using external physical signals
as the sources of the stimulus. The biomimetic intelligence demonstrated in this neurological
sensory-memory system shows potential in promoting the advancement in multi-modal,
user-environment interactive AI.
6.2 Outlook
Based on the results achieved so far, several potential research related to the device-level and
system-level studies of neurological E-skin may be carried out for the next step. And they
are listed as follows:
6.2.1 Fully-Printed Stretchable Synaptic Transistor
One of the prominent characterization of natural human skin is its mechanical compliance.
The mechanically stretchability of skin allows it to conformally covers movable body parts
like joints and endure motion-related stress and strain without incurring physical damage.
Therefore, for potential applications in wearable neurological E-skin or skin-based diagnostic
platforms, it is desirable to fabricate stretchable electronic devices on soft elastic substrates
rather than flexible polymer substrate to achieve the full mechanical robustness of human
skin. Stretchable synaptic transistor, due to its complex structure and functions, can be
regarded as a benchmark for the development of stretchable electronic devices for E-skin
applications. The previous study from our group have successfully demonstrated stretchable
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sSWCNT TFTs using all intrinsically stretchable materials and all printing process,[28] as
shown in Figure 6.1a and b.
Figure 6.1c shows the intrinsically stretchable TFTs can withstand tensile strain up to
50% in both channel length and width direction, and incur only minimal changes in device
performance. Similar techniques of this study can be adopted to build stretchable synaptic
transistors. For the next step of our research, we may try to substitute the stretchable
dielectric layer from BaTiO3/PDMS composite to elastic dielectric materials with EDL
effect[52, 110] to introduce the synaptic functions into the stretchable transistor. The fully
printed, stretchable synaptic sSWCNT TFTs may pave way for low-cost, large area, soft
wearable bioelectronics and soft machines.
6.2.2 Synaptic Transistor with Chemical Sensing Modality
In this thesis, the demonstrated sensing modalities (visual, auditory and tactile) of the
neurological E-skin are primarily physical. In Chapter 1, however, we have also developed
interests in the chemical sensing modalities, such as sweat chemicals sensing and gas sensing,
which may be one of the directions of our next step of research. The chemical sensing
modalities are critical for realizing the diagnostic and health-monitoring functions and
can potentially be incorporated into the sensory system of the neurological E-skin. This
can be achieved by sSWCNT transistor-based chemical/biological sensors (Figure 6.2a)
while the sSWCNT itself have been studied majorly as channel material of conventional or
synaptic flexible TFTs in our previous study. It is known that the electrical properties of
the sSWCNT largely depends on the its physical properties.[137] Through physisorption and
molecular interaction with gas and/or protein molecules, the sSWCNT would undergo drastic
charge environment change, thus leads to significant change in channel conductance and the
detection of chemical signals,[136] as presented in Figure 6.2b. By further functionalizing the
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Figure 6.1: Fully printed and intrinsically stretchable CNT TFTs. (a) Schematic illustration
of printing method and the structure of a printed TFT. (b) Photographs of the printed
stretchable TFTs and logic circuit at relaxed state (top) and under tensile strain of ∼ 50%
(bottom). (c) Photographs and transfer curves (IDS-VGS) of the printed stretchable TFT
under the stretching test up to 50% tensile strain along the channel length direction (top)
and channel width direction (bottom). Reprinted from Ref.[28].
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Figure 6.2: sSWCNT transistor-based chemical/biological sensors. (a) Schematic illustration
of a center-exposed sSWCNT transistor-based gas sensor. (b) Transfer curve shift in response
to different ambient conditions. Reprinted from Ref.[136].
surface of sSWCNT with specified chemical/biological receptors, specific detection of glucose,
carbohydrate, antibody or even DNA can be enabled.[138, 139, 140, 141] Another advantage
of using sSWCNT transistor-based biosensors is the potential fabrication feasibility. The
sSWCNT sensors will share most of the fabrication processes with the sSWCNT synaptic
transistor and can be fabricated and integrated monolithically with the synaptic transistor,
which might considerably reduce the manufacturing cost and increase the integration density.
6.2.3 Neurological E-skin for Motion Control
The human interactions with the world require not only perceptual abilities from sensory
organs and nervous systems, but the also the motor functions such as waving a hand to
react to the external stimulus. Lee et al. presented an artificial optoelectronic sensorimotor
system in Figure 6.3a by combining a photodetector, a synaptic transistor and a polymer
actuator.[132] The optical stimuli were first transduced into electrical pulses and processed
as synaptic responses of the synaptic transistor, as shown in Figure 6.3b. The output signals
from the synaptic transistor were then converted to voltage signals to activate the movement
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Figure 6.3: (a) Schematics illustrating the artificial optoelectronic sensorimotor system and
the flow of signals. (b) Light-triggered synaptic responses (EPSC) of the stretchable synaptic
transistor by 1 to 30 spikes with 0 (top) or 100% (bottom) tensile strain. (c) Photographs
of the polymer actuator activated by different number of spikes (0 to 100) with 0 or 100%
tensile strain. Reprinted from Ref.[132].
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of the polymer actuator. Inspired by this optoelectronic sensorimotor system, in this thesis,
we have demonstrated the multimodal sensory-memory system, the next step of the research
can consequentially focus on interfacing the sensory-memory system with the artificial motor
units to realize the sensorimotor system that can response to multiple types of input stimuli.
Due to the synapse-like memory effect of the sSWCNT synaptic transistor, the actuation
of the motor unit is expected to be maintained even after the external stimuli are gone.
For soft robotics or neuromuscle applications, constructing such a multifunctional artificial
sensorimotor system consists of sensory, memory and motor components may be a significant
step toward faithfully mimicking the actual human behaviors in machines.
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